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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to determine (1) the present status

of diagramming in the public schools throughout the United State's)

(2) the -types of diagrams being used, (3) the merits and shortcomings of

eachi(4) expert opinions concerning the effectiveness of diagrams as'a

teaching device, (5) the resources available to teachers for securing

information on diagramming, and soy the extent to which more information

is desired and from what source such information is preferred. Three

sources were used to secure this information: (1) the literature con-

cerning various types ordiagrams, (2) questionnaires sent to all fifty

states and the fifteen largest American cities (according to the 1960

census), and (3) personal correspondence with educational administrators

and teachers.

Findings from the questionnaires were based on.a 94.0% state
r-

response and a 66.7% city responSe. These findings indicated that the

Reed and Kellogg diagram was commonly used at the junior high school

level by a majority of the responding states. Only a minority of the

cities reported using the Reed and Kellogg system--use here was divided

equally between the elementary and secondary levels.

Overall, linguistic diagrams were reported as seldom used. When

linguistic diagrams were used, responding states and cities reported

using them predominately at the secondary level. Many comments, .made by

respondents, however, indicated that interest in the Reed and KellOgg

method was waning, while interest in linguistic methods was increasing.



According to the survey the types of diagrams reported in use

were: (1) the Raed and Kellogg, (2) the IC (immediate constituent) tree

or a variation, and the transformational (branching) tree. No use of

the balloon diagram or earlier forms, nor use of the slot-and-filler

diagram was disclosed. The review of the merits and shortcomings of

each type of diagram was derived from the literature.

Although a survey of the research on diagramming (also taken

from the literature) indicated it was not an effective teaching device

for improving communication skills, many writers advocated its use for

this purpose. Other writers contended the value of diagramming lay in

its use in grammatical analysis rather than in connection with communi-

cation skills.

Of the states responding to the questionnaire, three-quarters

had no material available for teachers on diagramming. Nearly all of

the cities offered no such material. Two-thirds of the responding citie

desired that materials on diagrams be provided through a central agent

with the majority of the states and cities preferring the National
wo

Council of Teachers of English as a source.
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CHAPTER I

NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

ntrocL___

Diagramming has long been a controversial issue among English

teaciiers.1 Many teachers of traditional grammar regard it not only as a

form of graphic representation for describing the English language but

also as an indispen3ible tool for teaching correct usage in speech as

well as in writing. =When viewed as a tool, diagramming is considered

primarily as a means to an end. Other teachers, also proponents of

traditional grammar, question the value of diagramming. While they

recognize its value as a visual device in initial explanation!: of funda-

mental syntactical relationships, they see little relationship between

the diagramming skills of their students and their ability to speak and

write well.

Changes from traditional to "linguistic" grammars--structural2

C

or transformationalwill not resolve the issue, since' these newer

methods of language analysis also make frequent use of "diagrams" of one

"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'""'"""""""""''"."1""'""'"'".."'"'"'""*"'""r"'""""'"'"""""*"

1Along with the general confusion on the subject, the spelling of

the term also varies - -scree writers spelling the word with two "m's" (dia-

gramming), others using only one (diagraming). The writer prefers the

former spelling and will use this throughout this study except where the

writer of directly quoted material uses the alternate spelling.

2The terms structural and descriptive will be used interchange-

ably in this study. According to J. N. Hook [Modern American Crammer and

Usa7e (New York: Ronald Press, 1956),.p. 03, descriptive or structural

-grammar is one branch of descriptive or structural linguistics, terms

which are still used interchangeably in the literature.

-1-
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sort or another. Teachers who advocate the "new grammar," developed by

structural linguists and transformationalists, recognize that newer

methods of language analysis also include diagrams. Thus the question as

to the merit of diagramming as a teaching device whether a pait.of tradi-

tional, descriptive or transformational grammar remains a moot point.

In addition, there are those who would not use diagrams at all.

Whether teaching a traditional gratrmar course or working with linguis-

tics, teachers may or may not decide to use diagrams. While many

teachers of the "old school" 'of traditional grammar make the conventional

Heed and Kellogg diagram an integral part of their grammar instruction,

other teachers of traditional grammar take a "correct usage" approach

using no diagrams and referring to grammatical concepts only as a last

resort. Similarly, teachers using the new grammar vary in their use of

graphic devices by using formulas or diagrams--or electing to use no dia-

grams at all. Some teachers, however, seem to take a middle-of-the-road

approach. This use of diagramming is most cleewly stated by J. N. Hook

as follows:

Very simple diagrams may be used in class to clarify
some elements of structure; for instance, an array may
point from a modifier to the word it modifies,' or a brace

may enclose the parts of a compound subject or the words
that compose a phrase or a claude. But assignments re-
quiring students to diagram are seldom justified and mat
justified when they necessitate expenditure of much time
in determining what kind of line where and what angle.
The formulas of the structuralists and the generativists
are equivalent to diagrams and, are subject to the same

abuses. If they are employed only to identify the parts
of someone else's sentences, they can be very wasteful
of time. But when they are used on occasion to help
students construct sentences of their own in accordance
with specified patterns, they may throw light on some
structures.' n......,
3J. N. Hook The Teachinp of High School English Third Edition
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In personal correspondence with the writer, Dr. Hook states, "As my book

ne:TeanofHg_....1.hSclish
reveals, I em not very enthusiastic

about diagramming. Basically, what it teaches is just how to diagram.

Many teachers would agree.

Research in the area of diagramming has produced no conclusive

results. As Hook points out, "Although some teachers, and therefore

man7 textbooks, still include instruction in diagramming, there is hardly

an iota of evidence that such instruction leads to improved student-

written sentences."5 A. study made by Charles E. Whitehead, Jr., is

typical. In this.study the belief that grammar-diagramming would improve

student writing skills led to an investigation involving Reed and Kellogg

diagrams. A six week intensive review of grammar-diagramming was

designed for experimental groups. The same course without the grammar-

diagramming unit was used for control groups. Four teachers and 132

students were included in the investigation. In instructing their

classes, the teachers of the experimental groups used the introductory

unit of a grammar-diagramming review. The teachers of the control groups

used the literature-writing
approach to improve student writing skills

and only reviewed grammar and sentence structure as the need arose.

Pupils of both groups were tested at the beginning of the course to.

measure initial ability and were again tested at the end of the course to

measure final achievement in the improvement of writing skills. The

results indicated that there was no statistically significant difference

(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1965), pi: 291-92.

.4Hook letter, Appendix I.

52210.4.



in final achievement in the areas of sentence structure, vocabulary,

punctuation or 500-word composition as measured by the Sub......tmlAj_test of

the University of California.6 The only conclusion that could be reached

in this study was that grammar-diagramming is as effective as literature-

writing in the improving of student writing skills. But the question

might be raised as to whether 011;0:method really produced the improved

writing skills.

Besides the Whitehead thesis, there is currently little research

on diagramming being published. The writer knows, for example, of no

research at this time which investigates the effectiveness of linguistic

diagrams on instruction or compares them to the effectiveness of tradi-

tional ones. Most of the research in this area compares some aspect of

descriptive or transforational grammar with traditional grammar--but not

linguistic diagrams with traditional ones.

Four earlier studies involving traditional diagrams, however,

were undertaken in the !0's at the University of Iowa under the direction

of Professor Harry A.Greens.7 Greene points out that diagramming of sen-

tences was widely used as a method of teaching language until well into

the 1920's; then for no apparent reason it disappeared. In 1935 there

was a resurgence of its use which continued into the '40's. At this time

Greenefelt that many teachers were accepting diagramming as a teaching

procedure without any supporting evidence as to its merit.8

6Charles E. Whitehead, Jr., "The Effect of Gramar-Diagramming on

Student Writing Skills" (Ph. D. dissertation, Montana State University,

1965), PP. 1-111.

7Harry A. Greene, "Direct Versus Formal Methods in Elementary Eng

lish," glangsAgry Erzlish, XIV Nay, 1947), 279.

8Ibid., pp. 278-279.



In view of the rather wide-spread belief in diagraming

as an effective method of developing sentence mastery, it
would appear to be legitimate to expect to find considerable

experimental evidence supporting it in the professional

literature. A careful search of all available compilations
of investigations in the field of language composition from

1900 to 1941 was made. Lyman's Summary of InvestigatiOns

published in 1929 reported approximately 250 studies deal-
ing with grammar, language and compotition and not one of

these studies mentioned diagraming in an way. Later
summaries of research by Lyman, Dora V. Smith, J. P.
Leonard, and by the writer covering hundreds of additional

titles still revealed no study prior to 1940 which defi-
nitely considered the diagraming of sentences. The lists

of theses and studies from educational institutions through-

out the United States under the heading of language and

.composition in the twelve volumea comprising the Bibli-

..gwhy.ozplltes0.2chStudifis 1.1j/tkcikkkm covering the

- period from 1928 to1.941 were consulted with the same

results, The titles and the notations concerning the find-
ings of specific studies gave no indication that diagralqing

of sentences had been subjected to experimental attack.7

Thus seeing a real need for experimental research, Greene directed the

following studies: "The Effects of Sentence Diagraming on English Usage

and Reading Comprehension" by Kenneth C. Barghahn; "A Study of the Effects

of Sentence Diagraming on English Correctness and Silent Reading Ability

by Walter W. Barnett; "The Effect of Diagraming on Certain Skills in Eng-

lish Composition" by James Reece Steward; and "The Effect of a Knowledge

of Certain Granznaticafilements on the Acquisition and Retention of

Punctuation Skills!' by Clair J. Butterfield, From these theses Greene

concludes that:

The implications of the studies . . . are of practical.

significance. The three studies dealing with sentence
diagraming indicate uniformly that diagraming is a skill

which can be developed but has no value in itself. It

does not lend itself to correlation with other subjects

or projects or the program of the school. There is little

point of training the pupil to graphically portray sen-'.
tences except for the improvement which it brings to his

91b id.



ability to write effectively. The evidence shows that

this is slight. There is considerable question, there-

fore, of the advisability of employing sentence diagram-

ing as a method of developing language mastery. In the

light of the data secured by Butterfield, there is reason

to expect superior results in the teaching of punctuation

by direct methods rather than by methods which are based

upon a knowledge of related grammatical elements. Punc-

tuation is a function of meaning rather than a function

of grammar. Furthermore, the description of the grammat-

ical elements of a sentence often must be deferred until

the punctuation is completed according to the meaning

intended.10

In%the Butterfield study diagramming as a "related grammatical element"

is, of course, implied.

. A later study in the 50's--made by Anthony L. Tovatt11--is par-

ticularly forceful in discouraging the use of diagrams, although the .

methods of investigation as well as the basic assumption of the study

tend to make the results non-conclusive. Tovatt reasoned that if dia-

gramming is a skill which is taught to aid in writing sentences, then

those who have received such training must utilize this skill in their

daily lives. To test his assumption Tovatt had 150 people diagram a

sentence, indicate whether they visualized .parts of the sentence as they

diagrammed, and tell what they believed shbuld be emphasized in a high

school English class. Tovatt's results among other things indicated that

96.0 percent of the total group could not even diagram the sentence and

38.0 percent of the total group could not diagram but still believed that

when they wrote they visualized sentence elements as in a diagram. On

this evidence Tovatt concluded that the value of diagramming is to be

questioned seriously, since there is little carryover beyond the

ichiTene, oo. cit., p. 285.

11Anthony L. Tovatt, "Diagraming: A Sterile Skill," aulish

Journal XLI (February, 1952), 91-93.



classroom to actual writing in later life.. Further, because people who

were taught diagramming'do not realize this, English teachers who teach

diagramming to improve writing skills are "perpetuating a fiction for a

fact."12
4

Are English teachers today actually perpetuating fiction for

facts? What are the current attitudes of English teachers'and educe"-

tional leaders. tcward diagramming? What is actually being taught in the

classrooms throughout the United States? In spite of confusion or

differences of opinion, diagramming is an integral part of most English

programs today. Many teachers, whether traditionally or linguistically

inclined, continue to use it. Textbooks, visual materials and syllabt

include it. Many students throughout the country work with it. For

this reason the writer sees a need for.an investigation of the current

status of diagramming. In order to determine what is actually taking

place, the following information is needed:

.1. We need to know (a) what types of dlagrams are actually in

use in English classrooms throughout the United States, and CO what

experimentations and innovations are taking place.

2. We need to know (a) what the merits and shortcomings of each

are in terms of their practical value for classroom instruction, (b) what

the possibilities of each are in revealing or describing the English

language, and (c) what the possibilities of each are in helping students

improve oral and written expresiion.

12Ibid, p. 93.

..11...111.101111...



3. We need to know a) what resources are available to teachers

in each state for securing information about and materials on diigram'

ming, (b) what specific informatiOn is available at the state level,

.

(c) what further information is needed, and (d) from what source this

information can to Obtained.

Growing out of these needs and related to them are the purposes

1. To determine the present status of diagramming in the public

schools throughout all fifty states of the United States.

To discover what typei of diagrams are being used.

To investigate the merits and'shortcoming Of the variotis.

Information on diagramming.

6. .To point out the extent to which more information is desired

and from what source such information is preferred.

Delimitations of the Study

1. The stuty is limited to the public secondary schools in the

2. The information obtained is limited to the opinions of state

superintendents of education, state English curriculum directors, city

supervisors of English, and s3lected educators and teachers ir_ the field

of English education.



3. The information obtained from the city supervisors of Eng-

lish is limited to the fifteen largest cities in the United States

according to the 1960 census.

4. In reviewing the merits and shortcomings of diagrims in

current use and in determining how diagrams can be utilized most effec-

tively by the classrdom teacher, the study is limited to material found

in the literature and generally to the opinions of educators and teachers

recommended by respondents to a questionnaire.

aliEniaLtutAttAy.

The material for this study is derived from three sources: the

literature concerning the various types of diagrams, the findings from a

questionnaire sent to fifty states and fifteen cities, and personal

letters sent to outstanding educatois and teachers who are working with

traditional and linguistic grammar. The general outline for the study is

as follows:
.

Chapter I--Introductory remarks concerning the present status of

diagramming have led to a brief review of current research and the need

for and purpose of the study.

Chapter II--A brief review of traditional English grammar will be

followed by a more extended discussion of the "balloon" and Reed and

Kellogg diagrams.

Chapter III--An explanation of descriptive English grammar and

transformational-generative grammar will be followed by an expanded

discussiori.of the IC tree diagram, the.iloteiand-filler diagram, the

Chinese box diagram, and the transformatIonal tree diagram.



Chapter IVA. brief review of the current literature on diagram-.

ming will be given with emphasis on the merits and shortcomings of each

method. The practical value of each method will be considered when

related to actual classroom instruction.

Chapter V - -An objective presentation of the findings from the

questionnaire will be given.

Chapter VISummary, conclusions, and recommendations will be

presented.
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CHAPTER II

TRADITIONAL ENGLISH GRAMMAR

Traditional grammar has its roots in early Greek and Latin stud-

ies which became the basis of much philosophical discussion by medieval

scholars.13 The Scholastics "gave grammar its place in the klyitga and

studied the Latin language intensively."14 In the eighteenth century

traditional grammar not only'continued to be studied but also became in-

creasingly prescriptive and authoritarian as grammarians produced norma-
,

tive grammars in which they often repudiated the actual usage of the

times, including that of Swift, Addison, and Pope; in favor of specula-

tive notions.5 Grammars, such as James Buchanonls Remilar English SvQ7

tax (1767); Robert Lowth's A Shnstantgpaucttga_to 17,nalish Grarmnr

(1762); and William Ardis A Grammar ofthe_Englibillapauare (1765),16

came about because of the rise of a vealthy middle class in the eighteenth

century and the resultant spread of education--factors which led many

dialect-speakers to want to learn the uppdr class forms of speech.172
18

.

"Charles Allen Alva, "Descriptive Grammar in the Teaching of

English: A Survey of its Extent, Use, and Status in the Public High.

Schools of California" (Ph. D. dissertation, Stanford University, 1959),

p. 17.

14Robert Pooley, loplimzilmlIALIImamt (New York: Appleton-

Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957), p. 8.

15Pooley, oo. cit., pp. 17-18.

16.

'17Leonard Bloomfield, Linuse_ (New York: Henry Holt and. Com-

pany, 1933), p. 7.

18National Council of Teachers of English, Thejnalish LPnquRae

a
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This prescriptive attitude toward language prevailed in this

country supported by the "mental" discipline theory of psychology as well

as by teachers of Latin and Modern languages.19 But dissatisfaction with

Ithe teaching.of formal English grammar began to grow in intensity from

the 1850's on.20 A formal report, embodying both this dissatisfaction

and the belief in the rental discipline theory, was made in 1892 by the

Committee of Ten:

With regard to the study of formal grammar the Con-.
ference wishes to lay stress on three points: (1) a
student may be taught to speak and write good English
without receiving any special instruction in formal
grammar; (2) the study of formal grammar is valuable as
training in thought, but has only an indirect bearing
on the art of speaking and writing; and (3) the teach-
ing of formal grammar should be brought into close
connection with the pupil's work in reading and com-

position. These principles explain the considerable
reduction recommended by thonference in the amount
of time allowed this study."

,C

In the past fifty years, despite criticisms of traditional grammar and

recommendations that "functional" grammar be taught, traditional.grammar

has remained essentially the same, in its analysis, in its methodology,

and in the textbooks.22' 23 In an article appearing in the Engl:ish

Ari the Secondary School, Prepared by The Commission on the English

Curriculum (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1956), p. 279.

19Charles Fries, ...mkatylawfAlfLUpiSsemot (New York: Appleton-

Century-Co., 1940), p. 19.

20Charlton Laird, The Miracle of Lanmagp (Cleveland: World Pub-

lishing Co., 1953), p. 30.

21National Education Association, Rsocrt of the Committee of Ten

on, Secondary School Studies (New York: American Book Co., 1894), O. 89.

.22NCTE, The English Lanvuagre Arts in thLaccool,
cit., P. 383.

23Pooley, oo cit., pp. 52-53.
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Journal entitled "The Nature of Grammar," Anderson offers a summary of

the underlying assumptions that traditional grammars have made about the

nature of the English language. These assumptions are:

(1) that the structure of English is basically akin to
the structure of a highly inflected language Tike Latin;

(2) that the.terminology of English grammar should,
therefore, be able'to borrow most or the vocabulary of
Latin, such as "nominative," "genitive," "dative," etc.;

(3) that the "rules of sentence structure for English"
ought to parallel the rules for Latin syntax;

(4) that the gramMar of any language conforms,jr can
be made to conform to, the rules of formal logic. 44

Alva points out that traditional grammar continues to be taught,

with varying degrees of emphasis, in the schools despite the opinion of

many researchers that traditional grammar is nonscientific in its

origins, its analysis, and in its methodology, and that instruction in it

does not result in improved speaking or writing.25 In making this criti-

cism of traditional grammar, Alva includes in a footnote the following

statement by Walter V. Kaulfers: "There is no scientific study of the

many available in English and foreign languages which has shown that

sentence analysis, diagramming, parsing, or nomenclature drill is of the

slightest benefit in improving a person's personal use of language.1126

24Edward L. Anderson, "The Nature of Our Grammar," 1;nal3sh Jour -
nat. (May, 1955), 513.

25Alva, op. cit., p. 22.

26Walter V. Kaulfers, Four Studies inTeachinglummar from the
Lopj.ozagyi2LcIt Stanford University Bookstore, Stanford
University, California, 1945, pp. 46-47.
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H. A. Gleason, Jr., believes that it is diagramming that has

become the focus of criticism of traditional grammar teaching.27 He

points out that most English teachers in the schools can draw diagrams,

but few know anything of their origin. and history, and, more seriously,

few understand the basic rationale. As a result, Gleason contends, dia-

gramming has generally been taught as a meaningless mechanical operation,

thoroughly disliked by most teachers and almost all students. Thus the

major difficulty with Reed and Kellogg diagramming, the form most preva-

lent in the schools, has beed prevailingly bad teaching.28 Viewed in

this light, it is the misuse of diagramming which is at fault, not the

traditional grarmar of which it is a part.

Balloon Diaarams and Eaxlig.L&rms

In an-attempt to trace the history of the Reed and Kellogg form

of diagram and to discover forms which came before, the writer corres-

ponded with H. A. Gleason, Jr.; asking for resource material. According

e.

to Gleason there is none available:

"It is very difficult to trace the history of any aspect of

school grammar. The only sources are textbooks, and these almost never

acknowledge their sources, so that the only possibility is through search

through large numbers of publications looking for tell -tale- similarities.

For your purposes, however, I doubt that there is much point in going

behind Reed and Kellogg. So this meant; going through a large number of

27H. A. Gleason, Jr., LinEglptics and Enolish Grammar (New York:

Holt, Rinehart and 'Winston, Inc., 1963), P..143.

28Ibid.
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textbooks published in the last century and comparing. That alone would

be a monumental task."29

The writer was able, however, to utilize a.copy of Dr. Priscilla

Tyler's dissertation which reviewed English Grammars up to 1850. In 1850

graphic devicesf'were developed to indicate sentence structure. According

to Tyler, at this time:

Syntax is on the wane; diagramming is getting started
and will take the place of "syntactical and etymotogical
parsing" in the rocms of teachers with mechanical inclina-
tions. Clark is looked to as an authority on diagramming.
Jewell writs a supplement to Clark but acknowledges Clark
his master.-'v

Stephen, W. Clark's system of diagramming in hadmos of thtiv27

recognized twenty-six patterns of diagramming. This system

had been modified by the end of the century to give rise to the pattern

of diagramming now familiar. Alonzo Reed and Brainerd Kellogg seem to be

responsible for the final steps. Little more was required than substi-

tuting lines for balloons, elaborating a few details, and adding charac-

teristic separators between different elements: between sub-

ject and predicate, between verb and direct object, ...A._

between verb and predicate nominative. The major' sentence elements' were

put on a single straight line, the modifying elements were hung on this,

thus indicating clearly their subordinate status. TO further emphasize

the importance of the subject, verb) and object, this line was drawn

29Gleason letter, Appendix I.

3qPriscilla Tyler, "Grammars of the English Language to 1850:
With Special Emphasis on School Grammars Used in America" (Ph. D. disser-
tation, Western Reserve University, 1963), p. 624.



heavier. Such a diagram serves as an excellent representation of sen-

tence structure as conceived by the advocates of "sentence analysis."31

On the following pages are included reproductions of Stephen W.

Clark's balloon diagrams. These photographs clearly illustratiothe dia-

gramming form upon which the Reed and Kellogg system is based. The

photographs are reproductions from the Tyler disiertaiion.

31Gleason, sat. pp. 73-74.
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12 Diagrams from..
Classification of Sontonoos and Phrases

Stephen IL Clark
Analysis of the English Language, 1851, pp. 54-S5

4

Diagrami. *adapted to

Subject-Predicate-Object

0

H

(

...a Simple Sentence- -

Intransitive
Example. "Landscape fades."

x )C _...)
..a Simple Sentence- -

Transitive
Ex. "Hester taught school."

...a Compound Sentence--
Transitive

Lx. "Liberty and Union pro-
mote peace and safety."

...a Compound Sentence- -

Transitive
Lx. "State conforms and

models life."

L ...a Compound Sentence- -

Mixed
EX. "He breathes fragrance

and sleeps."

N (LI
the Principal Sentence

Ex. "He loveth soul."

Nn ...Auxiliary Sentence--
adective

Ex. "That getteth wisdom."

...the Principal Sentence
Lx. "He will make apology:"
...Auxiliary Sentence- -

adjective

Oo Ex. "If John has insured.
you."

a Sentence having A Phrase
for its Subject

Ex. "Finding fault t dis-
courages youth."

C
-X-

-)C

Pp



Phrases

Principal Phrase Preposi-
. tional, or Infinitive.
Auxiliary Phrase Preposi-

tional, or Infinitive.
Ex. "On bed of sea-flowers."1

1Clarkts Classification lists twenty-six (from "A"
to "Z") diagrams. Alphabetical letters here
correspond to those of the original.
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The Reed and Kellogg system of diagramming was brought to its

present form by Alonzo Reed and Brainerd Kellogg in Egatz.LitsswIsi

Engligkin 1909: Gleason mentions earlier editions in 1877, 1885, and

1896. This system was designed to reflect the base-and-modifier descrip-

tion which prevailed in American school grammar.32 With varying amounts

-of modification it continues in use in many school textbooks, generally

known simply as "diagramming," since there is usually no other system

included from which it must be distinguished. The exact same system of

diagramming is used in Homer C. House and Susan Emolyn Harman's Desctir

tive Envlish Grammar, 1950, second edition. A comparison of.any of the

current textbooks for high school use with Reed and Kellogg or House and

Harman will reveal, in most cases, a great deal of abridgment and simpli-

fication.33 Not only does this increase the number of sentences that

cannot be diagrammed but also it results in a loss of usefulness in the

resulting diagrams. Consequently, according to Gleason, any fundamental

deficiencies of diagramming are deficiencies of the uNierlying analysis

or of misuse in the schools, not of the graphic device.34

32"British school. grammar is similar in many ways to American,
differing most noticeably in the total absence of Reed and Kellogg dia-
gramming." Gleason, jut. cit., Preface vi.

"Gleason .cites A Grammar of PrAsqnkflayingliph by Pence and
Emery, a college-level textbook, as an example of a text which presents a
comprehensive and responsible modification of Reed and Kellogg diagram-

thing.

34Gleason, c.a. cit., pp. 142-143.
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Gleason considers the Reed and Kellogg diagram a very effective

device for exhibiting the school grammar analysis of English senten-

ces.35 It is a typical base-and-modifier technique. The sentence--

"The three little girls broke the china doll with the blue eyes" -- would'

appear:

4

broke doll

In the illustration the clause base is represented by a horizontal line.

This is drawn heavier than other parts of the diagram in order to indi-

cate its primary importance.

In Reed and Kellogg diagramming there are four basic patterns:36

Fish swim.

Fish swim

subject-verb (no
complements)

Farmers groW food. subject-verb-direct
object.

Farmers grow food

35For the analysis of the Reed and Kellogg system of diagramming
the writer has followed Gleason, pages 142-151, entirely with only the
slightest modification.

36Gleason, oo. cit., p. 143.
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Grass is green.

Grass is green

They elected Washington president.

Th elected esident Washin ton

subject-verb-subjec-
tive complement

subject-verb-objective
complement-direct
object

Within these four patterns the following basic devices are

employed:

1. Major sentence elements are written on a horizontal base

line drawn heavier than other lines in the diagram.

Farmers grow corn.

Farmers row I corn

2. Subject and predicate: A short vertical line crosses the

base line and separates the subject from the predicate.

Girls cry.

Girls I cry

3. Direct object: A short vertical line rises from the base

line and separates it from the verb.

Cows eat grass.

Cows eat I grass

4. Subjective complement: A short line rises from the base line

and slanti to the left pointing back at tie .subject (predicate nouns and

predicate adjectives are not distinguished).
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John looks well.

John looks well

5. Objective complement: A short line rises from the ,base line

and slants to the right pointing ahead toward the objeCt. (A variant is

to place the objective complement after the direct object with the marker

slanting to the left.)

Jack considers her silly.

Jack .considers silly 'her

or

Jack considers him foolish.

Jack considers Ihim foolish

6. Modifiers: Slant lines hang below the base line. Those

below verbs lines are adverbs; those below subject and noun complement

lines are adjectives.

.

The tall man ran hurriedly.

man ran

vei

Pit

.7. Prepositional phrases: On.a Pattern of two lines, one is

slanted like a modifier; the other is horizontal, like the 'noun and verb

lines of the base.



The boy in the cellar went to the attic.

8. Participles: A single line bends from the adjective slant

to the horizontal position uses for verbs.

Increasing debts bridg mounting worries.

bring' Worries

\to

9. Gerunds: Two horizontal segments join with a vertical break

between.

She won by trying.

She won

t
1 if

10. The horizontal lines of the participles, gerunds, and prep-

oiitional Phrases containing verbs can be long and bear a complement. In

this case the line is lighter than the base line, although the same

dividers are used.

I saw a man playing golf.

say man

.0
.eA4", ro7! I golf
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11. Slant lines for modifiers may be hung below any horizontal

line. In the case of the gerund, adjectives hang before the break (the

noun portion of the line) and adverbs after. (This is one of the few

instances where types of modifiers are distinguished.)

4

breat6
1 40

breath

\NO\
0 NY

if

12. .Expletives: Elements of loose connection to the sentence

are written lightly on separate lines above the main diagram. If related

to some part of the sentence, they may be joined with a dashed line.

Indeed she returned as a heroine.

Indeed asI she 'returned

4-1".-21.0?/

s heroine

.

13. Compound elements are written.on forked lines, modifiers of

the whole hung on the single stem, and modifiers of individual parts hung

on the separate parts.

The young men and pretty women sang and danced.

men sang
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14. Conjunctions: Dashed lines join the parts connected with

the conjunction written above.

The old and ugly woman had a black and white dog.

woman had I dog

15. Appositives: Pirentheses enclose appoSitives after the

elements with which they are in apposition.

My son, John, plays football.

son (Johnfm plays football

16. An X is written in the place of understood items.

Shut the window. DAP

Shut window

17. Indirect objects and nouns used as adverbs are diagranmed

as phrases.

She gave him the book.

She gave book

p\ him

.I went home.

I went

llorne

mr

\4



There are three rtinor devices which are mechanical provisions

for connecting pieces, rather than indications of structure. They are

equired more by the geometry of the diagram than the structure of the

sentences.
4

18. One slant line is connected to another by a short horizohtal

Very good athletes run extremely fast.

Drinking milk is enjoying health.

20. To indicate that the phrase as a whole is modified, not

merely the preposition, a pair of short lines joins a modifier to both

lines of a prepositionalphrase.
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These twenty examples comprise all the devices which are used in

the Reed and Kellogg system of diagramming. This system is, however, far

less successful in showing the structure of compound and complex sen

tences than in handling simple clauses like those above. In regard to

compound and co;Iplex sentences, Gleason explains:

The devices used consist of little more than variants

of those shown. Some clauses are placed within others by

means of stilts. Others are connected by dashed lines.

The difficulties arise when one word serves two functions,

both of which should be recognized in the diagram. For

example, a word may be an important structural element

within one clause and also serve as a mark of connection

of'that clause to another. In these instances, there

seems to be little agreement in conventions, and some

books are hardly able to maintain their own internal

consistency.37

v

....1=1111!10.1111.40.11111

37Gleason, oo. cit., footnote, P. 151.



CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTIVE ENGLISH GRAMMAR
5.

Linguistics, the study of language, is considered to date from

the work of Panini, a scholar in India in the third century before

Christ, who formulated an algebraic or pattern-symbolic description of

Sanskrit.38 Although his work had little effect on the grammars of

Dionsyius Thrax or Donatus, its rediscovery in the nineteenth century

proved useful to lingu4sts.39

The Indian grammar presented to European eyes, for the
first time, a complete and accurate description of a
language, based not upon theory but upon observation. 4"

Opinion is divided as tosan exact date for the beginnings of

modern linguistic science in America and as to which linguist should

receive major credit.41 Carroll believes that Franz Boas (1858-1942) of

Columbia University,.who worked in the field of American-Indian languages

"set the stage" and that later'developments were influenced mainly by

Edward Sapir (1884-1939) and by Leonard Bloomfield (1887-1949).42

1

But Archibald Hill makes the strongest case as. to which linguist

exerted the greatest influence by citing the work of Bloomfield, who

38Benjamin Lee Whorf, lAntmap.e Thow-ht and Reality: Selected
'Zritinc's of Beniamin L. Wharf, edited by John Carroll (Nev York: Wiley
Co., 1956), p. 23?.

391.

OBloomfield, oo. cit., p. 11.

41Alva, sz cit., p. 25.

"John Carroll, Thp StuIv of Lan9lipm. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard.
Universitx Press., 1955_112. 20.

ti
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formulated the American study of phonemics and who gave American linguis-

tics its basis for believing that differences in meaning come from

formal differences and that it is the latter we should study."

Dykstra gives this summary of the work in the develocien% of

systematic analyses of linguistics:

early in the nineteenth century, before any
appreciable development of descriptive or structural
techniques beyond what had been inherited from the
ancients, detailed techniques were developed for com-

parative studies. These culminated in the uneqivccal
establishment of genetic relationships among language
"families" and laws of sound correspondences between
languages. Later developments brought corresponding
techniques to the study of historical change in language.
From this developed the contention that linguistic laws

have no exceptions. Establishment of procedures for .

Structural Linguistics were enunciated. .The primary
concern of structural linguistics is the isolation

of those formal feaVires of speech which signal
linguistic meaning.44

I

The "principles and procedures" referred to above are generally found in

the folloWing linguistic works: Bloomfield's lanzuage (1933); Fries'

AAmortmmjlyXAJIumut (1940); Bloch and Trager's Dmillina_sfLinsmIa7

mg...Anallgs (1942); Nida's gyrjskpsk_j)f_j.sEnclh§2ritzx (1943); Pike's

Intonation of American English (1945); Trager and Smith's Outline of Eno-

lish Structure (1951); and Fries' The StITSIMMSILELIE11sh (1952).45

In general there is agreement among linguists as to some of the

principles upon which they have founded their analyses of language

Journal

Cohere

43Archibald Hill, "Linguistics Since Bloomfield," gsaiLtIL.1.1r,

of Sceech, XLI (October, 1955), 252.

44Gerald Dykstra,."Linguistics and Language Teaching," :Rap

Resszi, LIX (May, 1958), 460.

45Alva, ssl. cit., p.. 27.

hers,



processes.46 Roberts' list is given here:

.1. The first essential principle is that language is
primarily speech and secondly writing.

2. The second necessary principle is that language
normally changes, and that change in language is neither
good no bad.

3. A third principle is that correctness in speech is
relative to time, place, circumstance, and other features
of the environment.

4. The fourth principle is that a native speaker of a
language, however.ignorant, knows the grammar (inflec-
tions, syntactic arrangements, and sound structure) of
that language.

5. A fifth principle is that there is no universal
grammar; there Is no system into which all languages
can be fitted.'"

Two books mentioned above, Trager and Smith's Anggulmjztias-

iaigructure and Fries' The Structure of English form the basis of

an eclectic system of grammar which developed in the mid-fifties. The

syntax of Fries is teamed with the phonology of Trager and Smith to give

a useable combination on which to base a new eclectic grammar that can

be applied to an English teaching curriculum. From this beginning the

so-called "new grammar" movement evolved and linguistics moved into. the

classroom."

linguistics became almost regular in English
ourriculum discussions. Experimental teaching began to
increase. Rapid expansion awaited only the appearance
and general availability of satisfactory textbooks.

46.1.121i.

47Faul Roberts, Ur.jiterstmanv .elT,...n,sh (New York: Harper and
Bros., 1958), p. xi.

48Gleason, oo. cit., p. 21.



The year 1956 saw the first such publications. Two

appeared for college "freshman English": Harold White-

hall's amtaul Essentials of English and Donald Lloyd

and Harry Warfel's
MA& Oni was written for high schools: Paul Roberts'

Patterns of Eralish. In the next few years several

additional college textbooks appeared. High school

materials came out more slowly, mosAly in mimeographed

and near-print form for local use.47

Before this "new grammar" tradition consolidated, a new movement

within linguistics appearedtransformational-generative
grammar. Paul

Roberts' Er_gLAgLA_trilistices (1962) is the first textbook to show influence

from this source. Other texts now appearing represent a wide variety of

approaches to transformational grammar. Pyrell Rogovin's Mbdern,Enplish

Septence Structure (1964) is being widely used. Thus, according to Glea-

son, the "establishment of a 'new grammar' orthodoxy has been effectively

forestalled. In the process, further complexity has been injected into

an already confused picture."5° Nevertheless, linguistics, whether based

on structural or transformational-generative grammar, is a part of the

high school English curriculum. Experimental teaching continues ,to

increase and the use of new materials is spreading. In these new mater-

ials diagrams are included.

Linguistic Diamat

There are many diagrams that have their basii in linguistics..

ost of them, however, are variations of four.basic types: the IC tree

diagram (a form of the branching tree), the slot-and-filler diagram, the

Chinese box diagram, and the transformational tree diagram. The IC tree

49,xbid.

50Ib d.



diagram and the Chinese box diagram are immediate constituent (IC) dia-

grams. The slot-and-filler represents a different technique of analysis.

The transformational tree diagram is an accessory to transformational-

generative grammar; its form, however, is a variation of the branching

tree.

The following examples of diagrams are taken directly from Glea-

son:

1. the IC tree diagram51

The three old la les upstairs' own a boxer dog with a mean tem

The technique underlying the above diagram operates on the

assumption that most-constructions will have only two parts. Thus the

sentence is divided inicINIXImuplijUulkuutsatailland.ozajajommt

Aog with a mean tow.. These two are the immediate constituents of the

sentence. Next each of these is divided into its immediate constituents.

The second, for example, is 'cut into ow a and a boxer 4;4 with.a mear

em. Although the three major sentence elements have appeared, they

are not coordinate parts of the sentence. One is .an IC of the sentence.

The other two are IC's of the predicate. Only the immediate components401M
51Gleason, op. cit., p. 151. There is no standard graphic

representation of IC structure. Many different systems of IC diazramming

are in use. Some differ only in physical fotm; others reflect some

modification of the underlying analysis.. The one illustrated is, accord-

ing to Gleason, the simplest ani most generally useful. The system of

marking is that of Eugene Albert Aida, A sv.nplojazfandish syntax,-

1960.
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of the construction are relevant at each stage of the analysis. Also

there is no requirement that parts of the IC be equal in size. Each

fraction of the sentence is examined and cut into two until ultimate

indiviiible units are reached.52

Each hoz:izontal line in the diagram represents a construction

and each vertical line a constituent. The words at the top represent the

ultimate constituents. The lowest horizontal line represents the sen-

tence. It has no vertical line leading down from it, since the sentence

is not a constituent of anything. The vertical lines at each end of a

horizontal line represent the two immediate constituents of that con-

struction. Each constituent consists of all the words which can be
.

reached by going up the tree from the line that represents it.53

2. the slot-and-filler diagram54 (illustrated on the following

page)

The slot and filler approach starts by recognizing a subject-

verb-object sentence. These elements are not identified as single words,

rather: the three old ladles is the subject, own is the verb, and gam:

S1911!&tb11.IMMIAINWaUt is the direct object. Two of these are noun

phrases. Each noun phrase is considered as having a number of positions

called slots. For each slot there are specified fillers. One of these

is designated the head; the. others are modifiers. The head slot is

usually filled. The other slots can be designated by counting outward

from the head. For example, N-5, which should be read as "N minus 5,"

PGleason, op. cit:, p. 141.

53Gleason, 91. cit., p. 152.

54Gleason, sm. cit.; p. 155.



The three old ladies upstairs own a boxer dog with a mean temper..
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means the fifth slot before the noun. Each slot is filled by certain

types of determiners. The following scheme is given here to explain the

example:

Slots- N-5 N-4. N-2 N-1 N N+1 N +2

Fillers Determiners Numerals Adjectives Nouns Nouns Adverbs Prep.
Phrase

the three old ladies upstairs ---

a 11111110

11.0.1.11. boxer dog --- with a
mean temper

mean temper55

"In this scheme, N-3 is filled by specifers smaj 91111)

ordinal numbers, and superlative adjectives: Ihgtup_91her neKbooks,

Ithe,..thztJA..,:...._terzrypstr. N-6 is filled by predeterminers

all both, and Lalg): all those ran, half thclAing,. The positions

after the head are less clearly distinguishable, and many details are

still uncertain."56

In the slot and filler technique the sentence as a whole is

described in terms of a construction having at least three slots,57 Each

of the three may be filled by a single word, in which case no further

analysis is necessary or by a phrase, in which case each phrase is

described in terms of a series of slots--as illustrated above- -and the

appropriate fillers. This is repeated until ultimate constituents are

reached.

OW.1 ./.imm.remoNoWa.a0....a.
55Gleason, sz cit., p. 139.

561.

57Gleason dces not explain how a two-word sentence is handled in

tbrms.of a three-slot analysis,



Gleason explains the difference in the IC and slot-an filler

techniques in the following way:

The IC and slot-and-filler techniques are alike in

building up larger constructions from smaller, rather.,

than hanging extra elements on a basic skeleton. They

differ in several ways. The IC approach builds out of

pairs of units whenever possible. The slot-and-filler

technique has no restriction as to the number of con-

stituents in a construction. The IC approach, there-

fore, often goes through more steps from word to sentence,

but they may be much simpler steps. The slot-and-filler

technique must describe many unfilled slots, for example,

the N-4 (numeral) and N-2 (adjective) slots in A.1392:er

Age. The IC approach, however, does not do this--each

construction.is described as complete in itself. The

IC technique emphasizes the relation between the part-

ners in a construction; the slot-and-filler techniqUe

emphasiaes the place of each component in a larger

whole.5*

3. the Chinese box diagram59 (illustrated on the following page)

A basically different graphic structure in IC analysis is the

Chinese box diagram. This diagram clearly indicates the notion of con-

structions nested within constructions. Thissentence diagrammed next

follows the system of W. Nelson Francis.60

According to Francis there are four basic types of syntactic

structure: structures of modification, structures of predication, struc-

tures of complementation,and structures of. coordination. All larger

structures are combinations of these. Regardless of .how complicated a

structure may be, it can always be analyzed in terms of these four. As

in other IC diagrams each structure may be divided into its immediate

constituents, almost always two, each of which may in turn be divided

58Gleason, M. cit.,APP. 141-142.

9W. Nelson Francis, The Structure of Americer.Envlish (New York:

The Ronald. Press Company, 1956).

°Gleason, on. cit.; p. 156.
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[predicate] isubjectl
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and subdivided until the ultimate constituents are reached. This is

graphically illustrated by enclosing each ultimate constituent in a box

and drawing progressively larger boxes around the immediate constituents

of each structure as they are formed.61 t

The Mut different structures are marked by placing simple sym .

bola between the two immediate constituents. (1) Pbdification, Aade up

of a head and modifier, is marked by an arrow --4 pointing from the modi-

fier toward the head:

91. head head' Sc Imodifier

(2) jrsdismaajnj made up of a subject and a predicate, is marked with a

capital P facing the predicate. When the subject follows the predicate,

the P is reversed:

subjects P predicatel

(3) IIMPJAUtatttign, made up of a verbal element and a complement, is

marked similarly:

`verbal element C [complementi

[ complement 0 [verbal elementj

Within the complement, elements are identified by labeling their boxes

11....0.
.

.15.04..01.11. vSMiawm.
61Francis; 02. cit., pp. 292-293.



with initials: DO for direct object; IO for indirect object; SC for sub-

jective complement; and CC for objective complement.

(4) gssTomausa, made up of equivalent grammatical units joiiied often

a special kind of function word, such as LIrd. or reither . . . o, is
SP

indicated by parallel lines connecting the constituents. When a function

word is present, it is written between these lines:

A B

Split structures are indicated as follows:

and

Prepositions are put into a smaller box which is connected to the box

containing the object:

'housed

An advantage of the Chinese box system is that the words in the

seitence being analyzed are left in the order in whidh they normally

appear. Francis'explains this as follows:

Most systems of diagramming in common use depend on

rearranging the words and word groups of the structure

being diagrammed in order to place them in a geometric

pattern which reveals their logical relationship. There

are two serious objections to this procedure. (1) Since

it is based on a logical (meaning-based) understanding

of what the structure moans, it reveals the loric, rather

than the prannar, of the structure. (2) By rearranging

words, it obliterates the part played by word order, one

of the basic syntactic devices of English. Systems of
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diagramming that depend on rearrangement thus sonceal

grammatical structure instead of revealing it.°2

To Francis, then, the Chinese box is the best graphic device for reveal-

ing grammatical structure.

The IC tree, the slot-and-filler, and Chinese box are paits of
4

descriptive grammar. Descriptive grammars deal with the problem of pro-

viding an analysis for a given sample of language--a sentence, for

example. A grammar, however, can be organized in a very different way.

Rather than analyzing a given sentence or finAte-cOrpus sentences, a

grammar can be concerned with producing or generating sentences, the

ossibllities of which could be infinite. Such a grammar is called

63

nerative grammar. A generative grammar is designed to define the

otion of a sentence in English. Hence the rules of the grammar are

stated in a form which allows it to be read either as-a-set of proposi-

tions generating sentences or as directions for producing sentences.

The type of generative grammar becoming more prevalent in the

schools is transformational-generative grammar generally spoken of as

simply transformational. The first book that presented the notion of

ansformational-generative theory was Nam Chomskyls ftglagligjakur

r s published in 1957. In the schools, however, the works of Paul

oberts are more familiar. Roberts' Patterns of Encrlish (1956) says on

little about transformationsi.e., certain patterns are treatel as

secondary to his six basic sentence_.. patterns. In z.nalish Sentences (3961)i
=ilam.011........111000110011.41

62Francis, oo. cit., p. 293.

63G1eason, ,off. cit., p. 222.
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however, these subsidiary patterns are described explicitly in terms of

transformations based on ten basic patterns.64

In approaching grammar the transformationalists postulate an

intuitive knowledge which is formalized into rules from which sentences

can be generated; whereas the descriptivists, or structuralists, start

with a finite sample of sentences and inductively develop a set of rules

to describe the language. From their formalized set of rules, derived

intuitively, transformationalists begin with a small set of sentences- -

called kernel sentences--and transform these into more complicated struc-

tures.. 'New sentences are thus generated through a process of trans-

formation.

There is a distinction to be noted between the terms "transforma-

tional" and "generative." Owen Thomas differentiates between these terms

as follows:

. . a generative grammar is one that contains a

list of symbols, including--for example--English words,

and a list of rules for combining these symbols in

various ways to produce every English sentence. Such

a grammar is said to "generate" or to "enumerate" all

the possible sentences in a language. "To generate,"

however, does not mean "to produce." The number of

sentences in English is potentially infinite . . . No

speaker of English could possible ilo) grAdapa this

infinite number of sentences. But all speakers have

some method of g...2.esrstaridir..,...r completely novel sentences

never spoken before, which means that they must have a

.way of "determining" all of the infinite number of

sentences. In other words, rules that generate or

determine are actually generalizations about language

which permit a native speaker, among other things, to
evaluate the grammaticali ty of any novel sentence.65

.1111111011111111.411111111.11111

64Gleason, on. cit., P. 304.

.660ven Thomas, Transformational Grammar and the Teacher.of Erw-

list), (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Anston, Inc., 1965), p. e.
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In conjunction with this concept:

we may say that a transformation is a rule

which rearranges various elements that occur in English

sentences. In terms of our earlier definition of a

generative grammar as consisting of a set of symbols

and a set of rules, we may say that transformati9ps are

rules which combine the symbols in various ways.°°

The diagram below is a branching diagram commonly used in various'

types of linguistic analysis; but as a device illustrating transforma-

tional grammar, it is generally referred to as the transforMational tree.

This diagram illustrates what transformationalists term "deep structure,"

i.e., the composition of a sentence before transformational rules have

.been applied.

4. the transformational tree or branching diagram.

The bOy won a prize.

Det

The . boy.

Past win

won

"deep structure"

Verbal

Det

a prize

By using symbols the diagram describes the underlying structured',

the sentence. The key to the symbols used in this diagram are:

66., P. 9.



S = sentence
.NP = noun phrase
VP = verb phrase
Det = determiner

N = noun
Aux = auxiliary'
MV = main verb

Past = past tense
4

ti

Transformationalists point out that other diagrams indicate only

4

"surface structure" after transformational rules have.already been

applied. A branching IC diagram of the sane sentence, 2,11),9LArotla

prize, for example, would show only the following:

1

The boy won a prize

"surface structure"

Whether used to indicate deep structure or surface structure,

hOmever, Owen Thomas considers the branching tree itself a unique form

of graphic representation in that, "given a sentence which is not struc--

turally ambiguous, there is aramtlluil.v. or,e ga of representing it with

this system."67 Pointing out that "even a cursory check of several

school grammars will indicate, there is wide disagreement among authors

concerning the 'rules' of .traditional diagraming," he believes that, in

671bid., p. 30.
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particular, the branching tree is superior in form to the traditional

Reed and Kellogg:

Once, while teaching a course called "English Grammar

for Teachers," the writer assigned several apparent1y

simple sentences for diagraming. The students were told

to consult two or three different textbooks currently

being used in high schools in the Middle West. In most

cases, the students found three or four different ways

of diagraming a single sentence. In one case ("I told

him to take the book back."), they found seven ways;

in another ("We asked for whoever might be there."),

they found eight; and in one spectacular case ( "He was

older than his brother."), they found a total of ten

different ways. The rules for making branching tree
diagrams ne 9lesioed, in part, to overcome thisw

aMbiguity.°°, 09 The writer would like to point out

here, however, that Gleason would not consider this

type of ambiguity (i.e., varying interpretdtions)

problem to be overcome. (See Chapter IV, page 58.)3

68 1.1.11n

69On pages 214-216 in TransforMational Grammar and the Teacder o

tr, raish Thomas illustrates the eight' different diacrammatical forms of

the sentence, "We asked for whoever might be there,"--all followinz the

Reed and Kellogg System and based on reputable--and current--schoOl

tgranurars
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CHAPTER IV

REVIEW OF CURRENT ARTICLES IN PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS..

In looking for the merit and shortcomings of diagrams in the

professional journals, the writer found that most articles were defenses

of diagramming based on personal opinions or accounts of successful

teaching experiences in which diagrams were used, sometimes combinations

of both. The diagrams most often referred to were the Reed and Kellogg

diagram. Hence, the writer will limit the review to this method.

In the early fifties, two articles were written in response to

the Tovatt study. (The findings of this study are in Chapter I.) The

first, written by high school teacher Zelma Becker, defends diagramming

as a visual aid. She writes, "Mr. Tovatt's article did not question the

teaching of grammar but the use of diagramming."7° To justify its use,

Miss Becker considers diagramming a pictorial presentation which supple-

ments the other methods of teaching grammar. She is not concerned with

its transfer value-in other areas or with its utility in.a student's

future, but only with its usefulness in teaching sentence structure:

"The first thing that grammar does to a sentence

is to take it to pieces to break it up into its com-

ponent parts, the words of which it is framed, and then

..to show how these are connected to form that composite

thing which we call a sentence (Encyclopedia Americana)."

If an illustratioh or a diavrazk can be an aid to show-

ing how these parts are connected, its use is justified.71'

7°Zelma BeCker, "Discard DiagramingSP EnzligagunAL XLI
(June, 1952), 319.

711bid.

OP



Herman 0. Makey, writer of the seconi article in reaction to the

Tovatt study, also looks at diagramming as a visual aid. But, in addi-

tion, Makey emphasizes diagramming as a'method of-sentence analysis--

necessary step in getting meaning."
72 For Makey, "Diagramming should,

4

obviously, . . . always be associated with analysis . . ." He explains;

Analysis of sentences is important. Of course, one

does not need consciously to analyze every sentence he

hears or reads or every word in any sentence; but there

is no true reading without a recognition of the word

relations. Familiarity with common sentence patterns

is not always sufficient, for careful thought often re-

quires one to use legs common patterns. So frequently

analysis is
"
the only means of clearing up difficulties

in reading.

Further7, Makey asserts that it is in involved and complex reading

that diagramming gives greatest aid. He believes that longer and more

involved sentences require conscious analysis:

Here is where the diagram gives its greatest aid.

I. shows at a glance what has been analyzed and also the

relationship of these parts. Consequently, the pupil

is much less likely to duplicate his work and can give

his attention wholly to the work remaining to be done.

For instance, if he has discovered that a word is a part

of the complete direct object, it is evident that it

cannot be a modifier of the verb or of the subject.

Elimination of the parts already analyzed often helps

him to see the relations of the remaining parts, for

often the sigh Hof the forest makes it impossible to

see the trees.4

To Makey diagramming, then, is a method of sentence structure analysis

indispensible as an aid in the area of involved reading.A .
72Herman 0. Makey, "A Means or En End?" rEA12..1.11.......1journal, XLII

(March, 1953), 159.

7311111., p. 159.

.74Ibid., p..160.
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The most impressive defense of diagramming, however, was written

by Professor Don M. Wolfe, a professor at Brooklyn College, in an article

entitled "Diagraming: Trust Your Experience, Not Theories." Professor

Wolfe points out that in some two hundred books on grammar in ihe,New

York Public Library, "not one contains research on the effectiveness of

diagraming as a device for teaching the principles of grammar."75 s'olfe

is not unaware, however, of the studies done by Green's students (dis-

cussed in Chapter His point is that:

No one of these studies attempted solely to test
thek effectiveness of diagraming in teaching the principles
of grammar as such. They attempted rather .to test the
correlation between ability to diagram and ability to
read, to punctuate, to master points of usage, to use
varied sentence structure, etc. The effectiveness of
diagraming was correlated in the main with the pupil's
improvement in language skills from direct grappling with
errors in his written work.'

.

Wolfe contends that diagramming is useful in teaching grammar and

that this is what should be investigated. Since he eliminates the work

of Greene's students on the grounds that they failed to research the

relationship between diagramming and grammar, he can conclude that there

does not exist "any substantial evidence one way or another on the effec-

tiveness of diagraming," for, in addition, he points out that Greene him-

seli shows that no research had been published in the field between 1928

and 1941 and also that of 250 language studies listed by Lyman77 in 1929

(going back to 1900), "not one had mentioneA diagraming."78 To Wolfe,ows
75Don N. Wolfe, "Diagraming: Trust Your Experience, Not

Theories," Clearing Houser XXVII (February, 1953), 349.

7 bid.

77See Chapter I, page 5, for Lyman's research.

"Wolfe, oo. cit".._p. 349.



"careful investigation on a broad sca/e'is necessary . . before any

positive pronouncements can be made on diagraming as a techilique for

teaching grammar." He believes it ii.the effectiVeness of diagramming in

teaching grammar that is the real issue not the functional value of

grammar itself, for he later adds, "The teaching of grammar as a system

of language principles, not as incidental illumination of a pupil's

errors in speech and writing, has a place, large or small, whether justi-

fied or not, in most American schools."79

Much of Wolfets article deals with criticisms of diagramming by

J. N.. liook, Lou LaBrant, and Dora V. Smith. In responding to the criti-

cisms of Miss LaBrant writing in We ToWgaleilsh8° and Miss Smith's

report with the Commission on the English Curriculum entitled Zb.LP.Jwatel

IJAL.ats Wolfe reiterates that the real issue on diagramming has

not yet been resolved--i.e., "the question of whether diagraming and

other forms of formal classification are efficacicus in teaching grammat-

ical principles,"81 Wolfe seems to believe they are, for while admitting

in response to Miss LaBrant that "neither grammar nor diagraming can be

helpful to writing in the sense of free personality expression, use of

concrete diction, or principles of elementary semantics, such as the con-

fusion of assumptions with facts," and that "a high degree of fluency and

accuracy in certain fields of writing may be attained without knowledge

of grammar, however taught," he still supports diagramming as a form of

p. 210.

794olfe, s cit., p. 351.

WilejgB41LEDLItsh, (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1951),

PIMOMII41,01.41.M...1111..0

81Wolfes oo. cit., p. 351.



grammatical analysis which can indirectly be an aid to correct speech.

Thus in response to Hook's objection to any formal classification of

parts of speech, Wolfe explains:

.
sooner or later the average boy or girl brought

up in a home where correctness in pronouns is a precariOus
variability would like to be able to analyze his own sen-
tences in split seconds to be sure he uses correct pro-

noun or verb form. As long as any such need exists, we
shall have need for decomposing our own sentences as we

speak.
If a diagram, a chart, a cartoon, a comic book, or

any other visualization can help us decompose a sentence
instantly, it is timelx and functional in helping us

attain correct speecti.°2

And further:

Otos diagraming enable the pupil to analyze his

own use of nominative and objective case as he. speaks

sentences? Does it help him to use objective case

after prepositions and transitive verbs? If so, it

functions in a Very vital way in terms of correctness

in usage. Informal attacks on usage can eliminate many

errors. They cannot, however, give the pupil that assur-
ance that only a sound knowlOge of grammar can give him
when he wants to be correct.°J

Wolfe's view is, then, that, although there exists no evidence to prove

the point, diagramming, as an analytical device, is effective in teaching

correct usage in speech when the pupil desires to be correct. (It is

interesting to notice that Wolfe finds diagramming an effective device in

relation to correct speech whereas Makey emphasized its usefulness in

reading.)

The last section of Professor Wolfe's article deals directly with

the merits and shortcomings of diagramming in terms of practical class-

room application. As to the merits, Wolfe says, "In ideal classroom

Ilimm=1.011..........11

82Ibid., p. 350..

83Ibid., 10. 351.



diagraming, the pupil will experience the pleasure of logical analysis;

for diagraming, like geometry, requires clarity of premise, mastery of

axioms, and logic'of conclusion."84 For teacher and pupils the use of

diagraming has these specific values:

4

1. The weaker the pupil, the greater the need for a visual

aid. Didgraming offers at least some kind of a picture,

a map, a chart of difficult language abstractions.

2. In a diagram the pupil thinks of each word in rela-

tion to the sentence. When the pupil diagrams "I fell

down" and "The dog ran down the street," he has a chance

to see how parts of speech change with functions.

3. The placing of each word in a diagram represents

ideally a decision in terms of grammatical principle.

Pupils should be encouraged to omit words rather than

guess.

4. Boys and girls like this exactness of thought and

the v!sual picture of each decision in relation to the

sentence. Each 'decision is represented by a physical

movement which is conducive to association.

5. Learning is cumulative. Each set of sentences

be diagramed may contain all the principles thus far

represented.

6. For each sentence diagramed a pupil may be asked to

write and diagram a sentencft similar in structure and

equally intense in diction.°5

. The shortcomings in diagramming have the folloatig dangers and

limitations:

1. There is she danger of allowing a pupil to proceed to more

difficult work before he has mastered the fundamentals. (Wolfe rmxmnends

holding the entire class back, if necessary.)

2. If forced to diagram involved sentences of impossibly complex

or idiomatic constfuctions a pupil's self cpnfidence may be shaken which

84hiets p. 352.

85Ibid.

11.01.411! IIPOIMMIONS
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will present a hazard to his progress. (Use off' textbooks with simple

constructions avoid this.)

3. There is a persistent danger that a pupil may lose his power

of thoughtful and tentative decisions by lapsing into a guesslhg atti-

tude. (To remedy this.danger Wolfe recommends requiring ruled lines in

pencil, written word in ink; putting a heavy penalty on wrong words but

no penalty on omitted words; and requiring for each sentence diagrammed,

a diagrammed sentence of the pupil's own invention.)86

At the conclusion of his article Wolfe recommends a pro.cedure for

teaching diagramming which he beliaves will make it "a satisfying means

not only to correctness in speech, but also to the pupil's skill in

exploring new riches of sentence structure." This procedure is recam-

mended for a ninth grade class (the examples have been omitted):

1. Pupils diagram sentences containing only adjectives,
nouns, and single-word verbs.

2. Pupils make up similar sentences.

3. Pupils diagram their own sentences.

4. Pupils diagram sentences with nouns, verbs, adjec-
tives, and adverbs.

5. Pupils make up similar sentences with the same
structure but different words. '

6. Pupils diagram their own sentences.

7. Pupils vary the structure of their own sentences,
shifting adverbs to various positions.

8. New problem: Diagraming prepositional phrases.

9. Pupils compose their own sentences with prepositional
phrases, adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and single-word verbs......
86Ibid., p. 353..
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10. Pupils diagram their own sentences.

11. Pupils manipulate their own sentences.87

Other writers have supported diagramming, if not as resource-
.

fully, at least as optimistically as Professor Wolfe. Ralph Behrens and

Eugene Nolte, teachers at an Arkansas college, assert, "Being fully aware

of. the danger of a sentence diagram as an end in itself, we neverthdless

are convinced that the diagram presents to the student the clearest

picture of the syntactical structure of a sentence."88 Equal support for

diagramming in the lat fifties is given by the Sisters of Notre Dame in

an article entitled "Grammatical Analysis"89 and by Thomas D. Edwards in

"The Grammatical Approach."9° Writing in 1958, Katherine B. Peavy gives

an account of a particularly effective lesson involving diagramming.

She points out that, although diagramming is a "real aid in the better

understanding, of sentence structure and in clarifying parts of speech,"91

it can also be a very dull part of studying grammar. To remedy this Miss

Peavy employed dramatization in order to arouse and maintain interest.

She brought a red tennis ball into her eighth grade classroom. On drop-

ping the ball, "Ball bounced" was written on the board in diagrammatic

form. From this basic sentence the lesson evolved. Adjectives were

87=.

88Ralph Behrens and Eugene Nolte, "Linguistics and the Sentence
Diagram," Coll1 Enillsh, XV (November, 1953), 126.

89Sisters of Notre Dame, "Grammatical Analysis," Cathol4c Schcol
Journnl, LVII (November, 1957), 310.

90Thomas D. Edwards, "The Grannatical Approach," School and
Communtty, VLIV (April, 1958), 20 -21.

91Katherine B. Peavy, "Shall We Teach Diagraming?" The In struc-
tor, LXVII (February, 1958), 108.
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added describing the size, shape and color;.adverbs, desdribing how the

ball bounced; prepositional phrasos, by holding the ball in various

positions and telling where it was. When intransitive vdrbs were intro-

duced, the red ball moved over to the predicate. Statements were made

not involving action for complements. Later, clauses were added. Miss

Peavy says of this lesson:

The class enjoyed the step by step procedure and the
discipline of working to a set plan. The red tennis
ball had become almost alive, and it hardly seemed
possible that so much could be said about it. When we
went into a unit of creative writing, the children
approached it with eager interest. Sentence structAr
offered far fewer problems, and writing became fun./2
(t is interesting to note that Miss Peavy finds dia-
gramming beneficial in the area of writing:)

In the sixties, B. R. Pollin, chairman of the English Department

at the High School of Commerce in New York City, tells of the effective-

ness of diagramming 'in reorganizing the entire English program of the

school. Under the old program of the English curriculum no diagramming

had been used. Pollin reports that "a deficiency existed in methods for

dealing with the very weak writing and speaking skills of our students,

most of whom come from strikingly underpriVileged homes in mid-,Manhat-

tan."93 To remedy the deficiency a new program was effected using mimeo

graphed outlines of diagrams taken from a textbook last published in

1936. These materials, using the Read and Kellogg syst9m emphasized

(1) simple and compound sentences, (2) the complex sentence, and. (3) ver-

bale. Concerning the use of this material by the teachers, Mr. Pollin

92,1b1g p. 109.

93B. R. Pollin, "Diagram for Progress," 11JALbjatar. XLIII
March, 1961), i6.

11,



says that they found "visualising the total pattern of the sentence,

somewhat dissected through the peipendiculars to the base line, is

immensely helpful to our students, many of whom have not been able to see,

abstractly, the logical relationships of subject, verb and comp/pment."94

In two rn:onths' time the chairman himself taught twenty-nine out of

thirty-two pupils the fundamentals of diagramming.' (He used only the

equivalent of six full periods broken up into fifteen-minute units.)

But in evaluating the program Pollin believes "the most encouraging re-

sults lay not in the 'pure/ knowledge and ability, useful though that is,

but in the' concomitants of improvement in speech and writing."95 In

addition he felt "justified in attributing this growth largely to the

visualization and the active vocabulary and activating concepts provided

by the diagrams themselves,"96 since the saTMe method of composition in-

struction was used in the new program as had been in the old with the us

of diagrams as the only variable. Concerning the value of diagramming

itself, Pollin is enthusiastic. He concludes, "The method furnishes a

ready means of structuring the high school.curriculum in one area; it

serves as a useful check on the understanding of fundamental principles;

and, above all, it is a useful tool for showing errors' in sentence struc-

ture and, in literary analysis, for calling attention to qualities of

style in a fine piece of writing."97

94.114dp, R. 20.

95
P. 21.

96.111.1 p.. 22.

97.1121d.411 P. 24.

ti
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Not every article in the literature'is as favorable to the use

of diagramming as the preceding one. Edward L. Anderson's article,

written for the Current English Committee of the Uational Council of

achers of English and published in the Current English Fortim.section of

ler ntary En ltrh in 1953, is quite critical of diagrams. Anderson con-:

tends:

No evidence exists to show that diagraming 'results
in any improvement in a student's use of English. And
small wonder, for a diagram of a sentence is not the
sentence itself; a diagram is an abstraction from a
sentence--an abstraction which cannot take into account
all of the meanings that a sentence may express, all of
the situations in speech or writing that gives these
meanings. There is no real value in an analysis which
lacks bbmpleteneFs. Physical scientists do not accept
incomplete and fragmentary explanations of their.phe-
namena. Hg g is it justifiable for us who teach ,English
to do sewn'.

nderson lists four specific criticisms' of diagramming:

1. What appear to be sentences of quite clear and
relatively simple reaning often prove to convey
decidedly different meaning in different situations.
(I'or example, Anderson points out that the sentence
"The boy made a basket" would be diagrammed the same
way regardless of meaning. Fe adds here: "What is
more important about such a sentence--a blackboard
picture of its separate words, or the possible mean-
ings it can express?"1

2. Sentences whose "syntax" may appear very simple
are sometimes analyzable in different ways, depending
on what a speaker or writer intends and on what a
listener or reader understands.to be meant.

3. Sentences of clearly different meaning and differ-
ent word order may result in identical diagrams. [In

makirc, this point, Anderson includes the following:
"Professor Lou L&3rant offers an amusing example

of this. She writes, 'Some old practices appear again

98Edward L. Anderson, "Diagraming Sentences," ra.emartary
February; 1953), 117.



after they seem to have been thoroughly discredited.

The evidence, for example, is strong for the conclu-
sion that diegraming, once a. popular form of mental

gymnastics, is not helpful to writing nor to real under-

standing of grarmar.99 It is clear that frequently it
.greatly oversimplifies structure and distorts meaning.

Take these two sentences for example: J1 AILL

ABI6193-IlbY2110 Ila_911LizauteaddlLsallaualo -
Diagramed, they are alike; read intelligently, they are

not the same.' In diagraming 'Still' would appear
beneath the verb, 'sat' as an adverb, in both sentences.

The diagram, inescapably the came for both sentences,

ignores the diffetent meanings which 'still' expresses

in the two sentences.9

4. Diagraming is not consistent with the nature of

Language. *We do not hear sentences in separate com-
partments, nor do we see them on slanting lines .

We hear our language in a time sequence, marked by

variations in pitch, tone, and rhythm. We do not, in

ordinary reading, see sentences arranged in these pecu-

liar ways. It would seem better to learn to analyze
italUratulikjaiuranain sentences by examining
them as they come to us by ear or by eye.

p.

In Anderson's list eriticism.he.says "We do not, in ordinary

reading, see sentences arranged in these peculiar way;." This is a fre- I.

quent criticism of Reed and Kellogg diagramming, the words do not q

appear in the order in which they naturally occur in a sentence. Gleasot

has pointed out, however, that "Reed and Kellogg is concerned with word

relationships, not word or:ler, "1°° and that this is not necessarily a

shortcoming. It is interesting to compare Anderson's point of view here

with Gleason's. Gleason believes, for example, that diagrams may be

valuable precisely because they go behind order to exhibit structure

which is only signaled by order.

pairs of sentences containing the

In English, for example, there are many'

same words in different or The

.......IMPRIMI441P.M.V...

99Incidentally it is this last point of Prof. La Brant's which

Wolfe strongly objects to.

10 °Gleason, co. 143.
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sentences of Miss LaBrant's which Anderson gives in his third criticism

a r e examples of t h i s - - h e pa c j ani i l l s j y k sta t ) i e wail. The jmjat
For such sentences Gleason says that if these are

alternative arrangements with the same structural relations, they are
.1

diagrammed alik. He uses the following sentences,, however.

They took the book away.
They took away the book.

They took book

I

Gleas6n, then, says that the diagrams are different when there is a dif-

Terence of structural relations, as in:

They rolled it up. They - rolled it

They rolled up it. . They rolled

it

Anderson, on the other hand, says that sentences like those 1

immediately above (i.e., sentences of clearly different meanings and

ferent word order), may result in identical diagrams. Miss LaBrant's

diagram would thus appear:
satman

wall

The writer would like to show that in this casetwo diagrams could be

used showing the difference in meaning and structure. For 1/1pld rm.%

1

ABLEI1210the wall. the diagram above would serve. But for The, oift

*7.........W ..,*,



mitULDIJILthsmaL-1. the 'following could be used:

The distpation in the two is, of course, that in the first case the

adverb" modifies only the verb whereas in the second it modifies the prep-

ositional phrase used as an adverb and is, therefore, an example of an

adverb modifying another adverb. Therefore, although such sentences as

these can result in identical diagrams, they do not necessarily have to.

Anderson and Gleason differ also on another point. Anderson's

first criticism of diagramming is that "what appear to be sentences of

quite clear and relatively simple meaning often prove to convey decidedly

different meanings in different situations." In other words, sentences

are often ambiguous. True, as far as fin a basket. is concerned,

only context could determine the correct meaning. This Anderson points

out in criticism two. However, the writer would like to point out that

it is the ambiguity of the word basket that gives the difficulty, not the

order of the words themselves. It is not the structure of the word with

which e diagram deals but the structure of the sentence. Gleason, differ-!

ing from Anderson, believes that diagrams provide a means of exhibiting

structural ambiguity. If a sentence is ambiguous, that is, when one

sequence of words has two or more possible analyzes, there are two or

more diagrams to indicate the possible structure:1°1

101Gleason, 421 cit., P. 144.
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(They wanted to dance so . .

They rolled up the rug.

They rolled rug

cif

(Re spilled the marbles, and . . .)

They rolled up the rug.

They rolled

rug

By poiriting out grammatical equivalence, or the lack of it, and

providing a means of exhibiting ambiguity, the Reed and Kellogg diagram

has, in Gleason's opinion, inherent possibilities for classroom applica-

tion in the teaching of composition. It could, for example, be utilized t

by teachers in discussing style. Nevertheless, teachers who. use Reed and

Kellogg diagramming either do nothing '4th style or else talk about style

completely independently from the work on grammar."2 (Gleason is

mentioned here because he suggests specific use of the Reed and Kellogg

system in the teaching of composition whereas most of the other authors

related it to reading or correct usage.)

102Gleason letter, Appendix I.,1
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CHAFTER V

FINDINGS FROM TEE SURVEY

1

In ,11.14 'of 1966, a questionnaire was mailed to the English curr..c-,i

alum directors in the state departments of education of all states in the

nited States which had that office.1°3 For states not having English

curriculum directors, the questionnaire was sent to the state superin-

tendent of education instead. In this way all fifty states received

uestionnaires. At the same time similar questionnaires were sent to the

city supervisory of English of the fifteen largest cities in the United

tates according to the 1960 census. Accompanying each questionnaire was

a letter of explanation and an enclosure which illustrated the type of

iagrams referred to on the questionnaire. The names of the English

curriculum directors and state superintendents of education, and the

address used for all city supervisors of English are included in Appendix

II to the present study. The explanatory letter, two questionnaires (one

sent to the states, the other to the cities), and illustrated enclosure

of diagrams are reproduced in Appendix

In September, 1966, follow-up letters were sent to those states.

rom which responses had not been received. This letter was accompanied

another copy of the original questionnaire, explanatory letter. and

iagram enclosure. In November, 1966 identical follow-up letters and

nelosures were sent to the cities from which responses had not been

eceived. A copy of the follow-up letter appears in Appenaix III.,.......Rw...... ,IP1..0....'
103Names and addresses were obtained from the National Council of

'Teachers of English. See Appendix I for letter and reply.
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Beginning September 23, 1966, the writer. begat, correspondence

with persons recommended by respondents to the questionnaire. The pur-;

pose of this correspondence was to obtain additional current opinion on

and information about classroom practices concerning diagramming. The

names of the correspondents and'a copy of the letter sent are included

as Appendix IV. The responses aro included as Appendix V.

From the fifty states sent the original questionnaire, forty-

seven replies were received (94.0%response). Of these, thirty-six

worked with and returned the questionnaire, sometimes with an accompany-

ing letter (see Appendix: VII). Eleven sent only explanatory letters.

Ten of these letters are included as Appendix VI. (One respondent re-.

quested that his reply be kept confidential.) Three states did not

respond to the questionnaire; these were Illinois, Tennessee, and West

irginia.

From the fifteen cities, ten replies, one with an accompanying

letter, were received (66.7% response). The accompanying letter is in- q

eluded in Appendix VII. Cities not responding to the questionnaire were:H

Los Angeles, California; San Francisco, California; Cleveland, Ohio;

oston, Massachusetts; and Dallas, Texas.

Since only thirty-six states completed the questionnaire, the

following compilation of answers represents a 72.0% response' from the

states. Similarly the ten cities responding to the questionnaireirepre-

sent a 66.'7% response. The numbers represent a tabulation of the items

checked by the respondents.

In response to the question, "Judging by your approved textbook .

list andlor your own personal observation, classify the extent of the use

-1111111

I
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f the Reed and Kellogg method of diagramming . 41," the followi4g

espouses were received:

TABLE 1

USE OF REED AND KELLOGG

IMM0.011104.1.0.1...100,11WIM

Almost

Not Seldom Commonly Widely Universally Omitted

. ,. ,PAed Used Used Used Used Question Totals

tates 1 7 20 5 2 1 36

ities 0 6 3 0 1 0 10

hus in the view of the responding states, and disregarding one state

hich omitted the question, the Reed and Kellogg system was almost uni-

rsal1y or widely used in 20.0% of the states, commonly used in 57.1% of

he states, and seldom used or not used at all in 22.9% of the states.

the ten cities responding to the question, 10.0% almost universally or

dely used the Reed and Kellogg system, 30.0% answered "commonly used",

the remaining 60.0% seldom used the system.

To, the question, "In your opinion, at which level' is the Reed. and

llogg method most used," the following response was given. '(To this

estion there was duplication in response; i.e., two states checked all

lame levels and ten states checked two levelsmaking a total of fourteen

uplications. Two cities checked two levelsmaking a total of two dup-

ications. In all duplications the levels checked were junior high and

condary combinations.)

11.441.=1.4411.i
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TABLE .2

LEVEL OF USAGE OF REED AND KELLOGG

Minus

Junior Omitted Total Dupli-

Elementary High Secondary Qaesition.Response cation 'Totals

States 3 29 15 3 50 14 36

Cities 3 1 3 5 12 2 10

As Table 2 indicates, there was a certain amount of duplication of

answers, so percentages will be given two ways: on the basis of cases

involved (either states or cities) and on the basis of total response.

Both sets of figures wili disregard the respondents that. omitted the

question.

TABLE 2a

% RESPONSE

Elementary Junior nigh Secondary Totals

Total (states)
Cases (cities)

9.1 87.9 . 45.5
60.0 20.0 60.0

\
.

Total (states) 6.4 61.8 31.8 .100.0

eeponse (cities) 42.8. 14.4- .
'' 42.8 100.0 1

I

I

The total percentages are not givenbecause of duplication they1

are in excess of 100.0%.

Comrenents1" on the Reed awl Kellogg system came from three cities

1 14Comments on any question in the questionnaire are not nieces- 1

sarily those of the person to whom the form was sent, as the respondents !i

re free to refer the questionnaire to another person if they so decired4

wwwrewe.w.n.mr..ww.vewvemrwwwwwwrow
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and five states: 411 numbering of comments is, of course, by the

present writer.)
e

1. Reed and Kellogg method is used in textbooks under
adoption at the present time. Cmilwaukee) .

2. Our =textbooks contain diagramming, but we leave its

use to the teacher. (t. Louis]

3.. Where it is used it is used sporadically. eletroitj

I. Commonly used by teachers so trained--scoffed at by

others. CNorth Dakota)

5. Some teachers might use it. Michigan/

6. Do not use. (South Dakota)

7. This type of diagramming is usedbut diagramming is

waning.' Otrow4

8. Seldom used after' Grade 9. (Vermont]

Concerning the balloon &acre& (cf.1851), xi respondents knew of

any teachers or schools that used this method or any earlier methods.

Only two states omitted the. question; no cities omitted it. The only

comment received was"-"I was born sixty years too late for this one."

Two states, however, indicated they had information available for teach

on the balloon diagram: Delaware and New Mexico. The writer was un-

successful in an attempt to.obtain samples. Only Delaware responded to

the request (see Appendix VIII) saying, "This is to inform you that the

only thing we have available as a sample of balloon diagrams is a large

'homemade' chart used in a previous inservice program."

In responie to the question, "Judging by your approved English

textbook list and/Or your own personal observation, classify' the extent

of the use of newer (i.e., linguistic) methods of diagramming .

answers were as follows:.
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TABLE 3
S

USE OF LINGUISTIC METHODS

....raellffpr..0.....

on*

1.11.0wrevag 1.+~0

Almost
Not Seldom Ccamonly Widely Universally Omitted
Used Used Used Used Used Questions Totals

States

WIMNIMMI/104.0....AM11..0.74.1.1..1

24 1 1 5 36

ties 4 6 0 0 0 0 10

isregarding the eases that omitted the question, 3.2% of the states have

ide usage of the linguistic method, 3.2% of the states declared common

thod, and in 16.2% of the states and 40.0% of the cities this method

sage, 77.4% of *the states and 60.0% of the. cities seldom used this

was not used at all. .

In classifying the level at which the linguistic methods of dia-

aaming were used, the following response was obtained. (Duplication t

his question consisted of one state checking elementary and junior high

d three states checking junior high and senior high' makinka total. of

four duplications. Only one city duplicated a response by checking junior

high and secondary- -total: .one.)

TABLE 4

. LEVEL OF USAGE OF LIUGUISTIC METHODS

101.0inwOoMMIIIOM.~1841....5.1.1.11.0111Nnisogrep.11010Imar OlpeoR.M.1.00.411.

Minus
Junior Omitted Total Dupli-

Elementary High Secondary Question Response cation Totals

tates 1

itios 0

8 17 ,14. 40 4 36

1 3 7 11 10
on.nliwommne.I.1.0.111.N......1111....11.ft

1.

Gti

1

1
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0111.1

Percentages will be given both on the basis of cases involved (either

states or cities) and -on the basis of total response. Both sets of

figures will disregard th'e respondents that witted the question.

TABLE 4a

% IMSFONSE

11.1... leftleMaNTOPOIY00 IPMt.....ene...

1/.....0.4!Wr .M417
Elementary Junior High Secondary Totals

Total (states)
Cases (cities)11,11
Total (states)
Response (cities)

4.5
0

3.8
0

36.1
10.0

30.8
25.0

77.3
L00.0

*

65.4 100.0
75.0 100.0

*
The total percentages are not givenbecause cf duplication they

are in excess of.100.0%.

Two cities and ten states had the following comments concerning

the use of linguistic methods or linguistic diagrams: .

1. Only casually to illustrate a point. 0oustoli3

2. The linguistic methods have not been used. (Rash

ington, D. C.)

3. We are moving toward linguistic approaches. Cievad0

4. There is not enough of a widespread use of new texts
.to make a statement Ci.e., linguistic texts:). atichigati)

5. Roberts' earlier books, )2"..,t.insALE27040 and riggr .

lish qulzsa, are responsible for this high sdhool
attention (Checked seldom used). Ooloradoj

6. Cased at junior and secondary leveli) if at all. (Ohio)

7. (Concerning level of usage) hard to.sayby individual
teachers onlyones who has Ce0 recently had courses
stressing linguistics. alasksj

Vt.
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8. Some of our teachers ere using struetural and trans-

formational. but I have observed only a few cases when dia-

grams were used. (Iowa)

9. not used) to date. (Hawaii:,

10. I think those using linguistic approaches mark sen-

tences instead of diagranning. (ansae)

11. Only obServed use in 3 junior high schools. etermoni0

67
...11111111.1.1.F.

12. The use of the "newer" methods of diagramming has been.

very limited, because mainly of the lack of both training

and understanding. CSouth Carolina)

In addition, the state of Indiana reports ninety-three schools

lonrently using or experimenting with linguistics and seventy-three with

I*
31Tansformational grammar. These figures were obtained as a result of a

survey directed by Miss Toni Sue Ax, State English Supervisor, Indianap-

;olio, Indiana of the Indiana State Department of EdUcatfon in October of

In answer to the question, "Are there any books included on your

.

1.dopted textbook list which contain any of the newer methods of diagram-

Fling," the answers were distributed as follows:

TABLE 5

BOOKS ON ADOPTED TEXTBOOK LIST CONTAINING
LINGUISTIC DIAGRAMS

.....1......111011.10.0.111.0110,114~1,
7...a.........aftw.wwwwwwMnm~ONF.11.4110.111.411.0.1mwown

Yes No

Ates 9

11,t6s 3 7

No Adopted Omitted
Textbook List Question Totals

12' 10 5 36

10

rimegarding those cases that omitted the question 42.9% of the states

`f t. have an adopted textbook list include texts containing linguistic

wi./11agolowallA.11.10..110a.0 41.=1.r 110111111.........0......-.

A .1
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diagrams and the remaining 57.1% of the state lists included no such

books. None of the cities used an adopted textbook list, but 30.0% of

them made such texts available, while the remaining 70.0% did not.

The question tabulated above also asked which method a dia-'

gramming was most often found in linguistic texts. To this only two

responses ware received:

1. b=--tree diagram of transformational Generative

Grammar Oeorgiaj

2. immediate constituent; also the "diagrams" suggested

by the Texas Transparency Project materials Masterbooks

sold by L. L. Ridgway, Houston, Texas. elexa0 See

Appendix VIII)

Further comment's concerning the use of linguistic texts Were:

1. Texts are.being adopted in 1966. Some of the texts

contain newer methods. adand)

2. A separate screening comMittee handles and lists

textbooks. etansasl

3. Enjoying English series is in adciption.and recommends.

transformational and generative grammar diagras . .

Csouisianal

I. The Michigan Council is interested in Linguistics and

in modern teaching about language.' The movement is slow

but this year there are several fine texts available.

Nichigari)

5, Using the revised Harper-Row ktkildittel,...,Ezel...jah,

although the newly revised books are not yet on the.adopted

list. 'Some of the newer approaches to diagramming are found

in this series in the brief chapters on transformational

grammar, etc. (in which diagramming is involved and, no doubt,

taught to some extent). earth Carolina)

6. Individual teachers are using them linguistic

.diagram) with some classed'. ealtimor6)

7. We list 713 titles for use in Gradeg K-S.

City]

LinguiStic.texts most frequently mentioned include the

IMM.1.1.011.1M

(4ew York

following:

11.+
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Wssn Enz.lish SqataamAttgoturp, Syrell Rogoven.

rAttaxassUp.21.1s.ja Paul Roberts

LuIpx, Paul Roberts

Eagyillglin7lish (series; 7-12), Singer, publisher ,

BaildipMiett%EnulUlli (revised), Harper-Row, publisher

Grcratt,..,Ikap,ejullSIdg-: McGraw-Hill, publisher.

Tra/fon:tilt! an al brarznaLlari TeAciar.gsr ',:117glish, Owen Thomas

Additional information of .special interest was obtained in re-

sponse to the question concerning linguistic textbooks. Leo J. Steinleirx,

Assistant Administrative Director in the Office of Textbooks and Supplies

in New York City, describes a comprehensive textbook sample library:

You understand, I. am sure, In a school systom such as
ours, which follows an "open-lint" policy rather than a
limited local adoption system, it is virtually iripossible
to make any brief statement concerning such a specific
instructional practice as you are studying. Our list of
approved textbooks, for emmple includes over 700 items
for use in English Composition for grades K-8. You would
probably find this list encompasses all of the titles
recorded in all ,of the responses tc your questionnaire
from all other school systems, plus other titles.

We are happy to invite you.. . . to make use of our
textbook sample library for your research.10

The existence of such a library and list could .be, of course,

valuable to students interested in textbook research or teachers in

selecting suitable books for their students.

To the question "Do you know of any special projects, research,

or school in-service training programs that include any of the

}methods of diagramming," there were fourteen answers from the thirty-six

states responding and two answers from the ten cities. Comrents mention-

in these projects or attitudes toward them were:

17.01.11.111.01,...M..111.01.0.1110.1.0PlI..00.10

105
See Appendix VII for contents of entire letter.n MON* Wm- 1.1WOrIMIOP,.....PMP.M1.=IFllIMM.IMIMIFII
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1. Wisconsin English Language Arts.Curriculum Project
(USOE), Di. Robert C. Pooley, Director - Study sheets
reproduced monthly for distribution to every Milwaukee
secondary English teacher. 0.ilwaukee) Ctn this

connection, it is interesting to note Dr. Pooley's re-

sponse to the traditional and IC diagrams; see ApPen"'

dix V for this comment.
r

2. We dre holding a 3 weeks in-service program in linguis-

tics. (Baltimore)

3. In service study may include diagramming if the local

teachers choose to consider it. (kansa0

4. Tree diagram, UVM Summer MBA English Institute; Saw U.

of Vermont Summer program and observed tree diagramming.

(Vermont)

5. Coos Bay - Also Aermiston--(Write Dr. Freeman Ander-
son, Portland State College on this)--Schools in Eugene,
Salem,. Coos Bay, Beaverton, Lake Oswego, Springfield, Ore-
gon; Seattle, Washington--who are the pilot schools for
the transformational grammar being written into the language

arts curriculum being developed at the University of Oregon,

Eugene, Oregon:
Cooperative Research Project No. H-149

.* Contract No. CE-5-10-3l9
Title: A Sequential Curriculum in Language,
Reading, and Composition (Oral and Written,
Grades 7 through 12)
Director: Albert R. Kitzhaberl°6 Oregon')

6. Diagramming is not being stressed--concepts are. (Iowa

7. Much workshop activity (and curiosity) regarding str.

ling. & trans. grammar. DUO

8. Under the auspices of Project English no. 1987 I intro-.
duced a system of diagramming which synthesized certain IC

as well as transformational techniques. A copy of the
government report is usually available in major state

libraries. About 100 teachers in Colo. have been exposed,

to this system. (Leonard Landry, Consultant English,

Colorado

1°6Dr. Kitahaber was kind enough to send the writer a maple of
the volumes of the grammar developed at the Curriculum Study Center. The

kind of diagram employed is the transformational tree or branching diagram

off the .type fairly standard in books on transformationAl zrmnmar. (See-

kppendix, V for Dr. Kitzhaberts letter.)

.w*.wmmom..m MA*
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9. There are many schools where teachers are trying
linguistic approaches. The University of Michigan,
Michigan State University, Wayne State, Western Michigan
all have linguistics departments. This would be diffi-
cult to pin down without a statewide questionnaire.
However many teachers and schools use whatever system
is in their textbooks.. Ckichigari)

10. Sometimes as a by product of the linguistics approach.
!evade]

11. In-Service Programs introducing linguistics. Described
in fausamixpet!ces. (NOTE) 65-46. Nue)

12. NDEA Title XI Institute Penn State U. elennsylvania,

13. Wisconsin English -Lang. Arts Project-trans-trees
used to a small extent as a visual aid. No drill or exer-
cises in it. Cgisconsin)

14. Inservice course - Little Rock Public Schoois, Trans
formational Granmar grIkansai)

15. NDEA Institute at University of Nebraska and Hasting
College. (Nebraska)

16. NDEA Institute at U. of UtahWm Sieger used material
on*diagramming. (Utah)

17. Previous to my present position, I served as supervisor
of reading and English in the Greenville Schools (S. C.).
While there, efforts were made to develop more understanding
among the teachers of the so-called "newer" approaches to
English instruction, including diagramming. A project with
the assistance of the NCTE, was initiated in one junior
high and ons senior high school in order to conduct some
action research In newer approaches. The junior high pro
Ipct proved more successful than did the senior high.
South Carolinaj

The respondents were also asked, "Does your office have materials

n diagramming available for teachers on request ?" *Answers were:

1

1
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No Omitted Question Totals

71,..1/0..sno*InweemmooM47.00.111.......

TABLE 6

DIAGRALMING S AMPLES AVAILABLE

Yes

q/M~MPIPPWftqmrAOlpwOmmmrmmwftmiw.m.ftmmwew.m..b.mpoomw..*rm".apmpwwOwemmw~WwoqoomFwewkwovmmommifflwtiPmoWONAMftrw

States

Cities

8 26

9

......Oa"....M....s.......IPrNl.n.+Iv...I

0

olpwarg.1.4401w01.010141F

36

10

Disregarding the cases that omitted the question, 23.5% of the states and

10.0% of the cities provide diagramming samples, while 76.5% of the

states and 90.0% of the cities did not.

If respbndents checked ma to the preceding question, they were

then asked which type of diagram was available for teachers on request.

Of the nine checking vos there was frequent duplication, as those states ,

1

or 'cities had' samples of several different kinds of diagrams. Thus from

11

nine responses, twenty-eigh:t tabulation marks were obtained because of

this duplication. The following table disregards duplication and indi-

pates the twenty-eight responses. In addition, because of possible obi-

pity on the questionnaire under the categoiy of tree diagrams (i.e.,

whether transformational tree or IC tree was not specified), the category

of "tree diagrams" will have to be interpreted as meaning either trans -

formational or IC. Two respondents wrote in "transformational." These

are included in this tree category. Also note that in this table states

and cities are not differentiated.107

ftniftr.111
1070n1y one city, Washington, D. C.s, indibated having samples on

request (Reed and Kellogg only).

mg...............1=1.



TABLE 7

TYPES OF DIAGRAMS AVAILABLE

ww110~~1/0.~.01,.....10~4.~0.W11......01. .1.1.10.1...........111N111.0.04.1.0.11.1.011Mar

Reed and Kellogg

Combined
tates and 8

Cities Re-
sponse

4

0.1110..............1.7..."Mag,-11.=11.0.0.111.411,...

Tree Chinese Box Balloon Total

10 4 28

4110.0.0.11.....

Of the 28 total responses, 28.6% cite the traditional Reed and Kellogg

thud, 35..7% the tree diagram, 21.4% the.Chinese box, and 14.3% the

alloon diagram.

In answer to "Does your office have' diagramming materials avail-

ble and if so, what type?" the following brief remarks'were made:

1. All types--but I collsider it a waste of time--

except for stiperior students who are interested in

analysis. (brogan)

2. Textbook materials only. (Ohio)

3. Project English No. 1987 Gliagramsl. OoloradO)

4. We do not encourage diagramming. Olevada)

In .order to determine how willing states and cities were to.have

nformatict1 provided by an outside agent and to determine the extent of

heir interest in the specific area of diagramming, the question was

iced, ".If you do not have such information available, would you like to

r
ve it provided through a central agency, such as the National Council an

eachers of English or the U. S. Office of Education?" The following

able represents the response:

01.1.10 elaa 14



TABLE

DESIRE TO HAVE INFORMATION PROVIDED

BY A CENTRAL AGENT

Yes No Omitted Question To als

tates 17

ities 4 3. 3 10

isregax"di.ng those Cases that omitted the question, 63.0% of the states

nd 57.9% of the cities indicated that they would like to have a central

ent provide mph information, while 37.0% of the states and 42.9% of t

cities desired no such agent.

In indicating which agency was preferable as a source of informa

ion, the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) or the United

tates Office of Education (USOE), state response was sparse. Twenty-two

tates omitted the'question; ten checked the NCTE; one checked the USQE;

d three checked both--making total preferences for the' NOTE thirteen I

nd'for the USCE, four. Six of the cities omitted the question; two

hecked NOTE; none checked MOE as a single source.; and two checked aL

Icing total preferences for the NCTE four and for the USW, two.

Reactions to having information provided thro4gh a central agency

d which specific one was preferable were expressed as%follows:

1. 'Entirely too much time is spent in the 'misuse of dia-

gramming. We try to de-emphasize diagramming. OProf Orleans)

2. Although we are not convinced of the value of diagram-

ming, we would be interested in examining any such informa-

tion. Daltier6)

3.. On the basis of current knowledge about diagrammins we

0 1
do not give this topic high priority. (New York City

11.TmINIgn1./...0000*. - Or..11011A/MIT.*Va.
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4. Information upon request, yes, but nothing that

IMAMS toward a national curriculum. °causal)

5. Lean emphasis is being placed upon diagramming

and mdii on student writing. Revision is often

handled.by using the opaque or overhead projector;

(Iowa)

6. MakA no difference (i.e., NCTE or MOE as agant,

.so long as it is gimd material. (Alaska)

. .

7. Either, both ase., NCTE or USOE an agent). Vrisonaj

*

8. This office relies on the textbooks of the major com-

panies to disseminate current structural & transforma-

tional as well as conventional systems of diagramming.

In addition, special workshops are held treating the

materials of Project English No. 1987. Colorado)

9. Teachers need a broad background of knowledge' about

language in place of "gimmicks." Ckichigan)

In order to determine current opinion on the status of diagram-

ing in the public schools, the writer included space for comments in

connection with each question on the questionnaire. Soma of these cum-

nts reflected personal opinion on as wall as professional policy toward

iagra Similarly,. letters accompanying the questionnaire contained

specific comments which revealed present attitudes toward diagramming.

It is hoped that the following excerpts will give the reader an oppor-

1" I C

niiy to .compare widely held opinions about the status of diagramming in

he public schools to what that status actually is according to edam-

tonal leaders in various states and cities.

t Lou 4' Miss .uri

(quotation from our K-12 curriculum guide for English)

The reader will . . note the omission of aoything con-

cerning the diagramming of sentences. Thomason for this

is that diagramming is not a skill .6 be taught for its

own sake and has no value if it does not help pupils

understani sentence,structure. Teachers are heartily .

encouraged to use diagramming as they would anyavisual

nlln.nraimn..oenwe.rmann.nmmennl...4pn+lr.IPr,..1.11......,1
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device, but diagramming as a skill is not included
in the tests. The knowledge of sentence structure
which pupils acquiresome of it with the aid of .

diagramming, it ie hoped -will be tested without the
use of diagrams. Pupils who know how to diagram sentences
but cannot pass such teats obviously have not profited
by their proficiency in drawing lines and setting word's,

. upon th Enzinger, Supervisor Division of
Curriculum and Educational Research, St. Louis Public
Schools)

NAKJIdmiaallalMal

Entirely 'too much time is spent in the misuse of dia-
gramming. We try to de-emphasize diagramming. H.
Friedrick, Director of Curriculum ServicO

tilograg Wissoull

This excerpt is from the 3PDLUIAIlarxiozajrtagaide
that is given to all teachers of secondary English:

nil' diagraming is employed, use it as a visual aid
to help students understand the essential elements of
a sentence, not to picture the complexities of sentence
form.' A student should not be to on his ability
to diagram sentences but on his ability to write Ben-.
fences." Oiasel A.. Thomas, Coordinator-Secondary
English Language Arts)

Diagramming is a tool to be used by the discriminat-
ing teacher to support whatever kind of grammar she is
teaching. Our philosophy is that the English teacher
will need to acquaint the student with several theories
of grammar before he is truly "liberally educated," and
diagramming may assist in such instruction. We dis-
courage any use of diagrams which do not promote under-
standing. )orothy Davidson, Program Director for
English, Division of Curriculum Development, Texas
Education Agency, Austin, Texas).

racfigat cexcerpt from letter]

Connecticut's State Department of EduCation promotes
any methods, devices, or materials that give promise of. .

developing more accurate understanling of language by
stulents. When .diagraming is used for this purpose--=1.1 11141..11411
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.not as an end in itself--and when it is hned in
conjunction with other methods--not as the only way
of developing this understanding, teachers are
encouraged in its use. .(kobert Farrar Kinder, Ens-
lish and Reading Consultant, State Department of
Education, Hartford, Connecticut).

iew York 4

On the basis of rather wide-spread supervisory
visits, may I safely conclude that a teacher uses
diagraming to classify a syntactical relationship.
However, this is a means to an end, and I doubt
whether most teachers consider it desirous in and

of itself. Dalter Eddington, Chief, Bureau of
English Education, The State Eduction Department,
Albany, New York)

Ohio Cipxcerpt from lette0

Although the traditional system is generally .considered
"old hat" by younger teachers, many of the older ones
gg use it and most of the textbooks adopted throughout
the State do include it--in varying amounts, of course.
Personally, I feel sure that the linguistic "tree" and
"box" diagrams will be used more and more in the future
as Fries, Roberts, Postman, and Owen Thomap continue

to influence teachers, methodology, and curriculum
throughout Ohio. (V. B. Wootton, Education Consultant,
English, Title III, NDEA, State Department of Education,
Columbus Ohio)

litnidada

Diagramming seems to me to be a tool which teachers
might use to make abstractions concrete. I think there
is a great danger in using it as busywork or is an end
in itself. Mildred E. Webster, Executive Secretary,
Michigan Council of Teachers of English)

itiparata. (excerpt" from letter)

Our Wisc.. English Lang. Arts Project is developing
a curriculum guide on the teaching of ldnguage, which
adopts a modified type of transformational grammar.
Some "tree" diagramming is used in .it, but not recomr.
mengled for extensive use (mainly in Jr. hi.). a.hester
A. Pingry Enzlish and Reading Specialist Department
of Public Instructlisl Madison, Wisconsi
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I am sure many teachers in Vie state use diagram-

ming to explain sentence structure and I am sure many

teach.diagramming as an end in.itself. Such practices

.
have been observed in upper elementary, junior high,

and senior high classrooms. My guess is that the
majority of diagramming is of the Reed andIellogg method.
ahomaeL. Barton, Supervisor of English Language Arts,

.01ympia,.Washington)

Use of any diagramming at all is left entirely to

local schools. We recommend only that it be a means

& not an end when used. (bois Caffyn, English Language

Arts Consultant, State Department of Public Instruction,

Topeka, Kansas)

As mentioned earlier in this Chapter (page 61), the writer

corresPended.with persons recommended by respondents to the question-

naire. The purpose of this correspondence was to obtain additional

currant opinion on diagramming as well as specific classroom practices.

The majority of these responses, however, gave only additional opinion.

Further, many of the persons recommended were teachers on the college

level, and. one reference was to a military academy. The following cora-

vents, therefore, are not restricted to the opinions of public school

educators..

orida

ma-

My personal opinion of some years standing is that

anything but the slightest use of diagramming is of

little value to the general language arts teacher. I

question whether our job is to teach children a system

of language analysis that would have the net effect of

making them little, conscious grammarians.. Certainly

they can learn about their language As well as how to

handle it effectively without learning a "system."

But then I am open minded. arthur S. Healey, Super-
visor, Language Artsi The Board of Public Instruction

of Broward County, Florida, Fort Lauderdale, Florida)

mione..=1.11....
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I don't believe any kind of diagraming is likely
to improve composition with one exception.. Francis.
Christensen, U. S. C. CUniversity of Southern California,
shows how the immediate constituent diagram can teach
students how to compose more sophisticated sentence
patterns1 (rank M. Rice, Nebraska Curriculum Develop-.
tent Center, The University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Nebraska].

. for the most part I consider diagramming much
like chess--an interesting Intellectual exercise with
no conceivable relationship to language. Charles Isom,
Coordinator of Language Arts, Hillsborough County Public
Schools, Tampa, Florida)

E.010.0.1a

Let ma say first that I reel that virtually any type
of diagramming can be helpful in revealing the structure
of English sentences to high school. students. Chinese
box diagrams, of course, are superior to traditional
ones in that they reveal constituent structure.

find it interesting that you make no Rention of
the transformational grammarian's "branching tree" dia-
gram, probably the most effective method of all.

Uw e S. Strasheim, Instructor in English (Linguis-

tics Hastings College, Hastings, Nebraska)

When it eiagramming) is used, it serves way as
an additional tool for teaching.

As we move. toward a linguistic orientation for our
English program, more and more teachers are using a tree
diagram much like that found in Paul Robert's ail
books. (4rna Harrison, Consultant in Secondary English,
Division of Program Development, Texas Education Agency,
Austin, Texai)

Those who use any diagramming in our system do not
spend long hours of teaching or demonstrating.it; they .

use it only as a Method to get at a difficult analysis
of a construction for those who cannot reason abstractly
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quickly.
I see many teachers use the traditional diagraa vary

successfully in helping some pupils understand the func-

tion of a word within a construction; otherwise we do not

use it at all. If a learner can understand the use of a

word or its function within a construction, what then is

the point to any picture that will show him what he alea4i

comprehends without it. Ckalcolnig. Julian, Language Arts

Supervisor, 7-12, Muncie Community Schools, Muncie, Indi-

an0

In general, we in the English Department at Culver

Military Academy dp not feel that diagraming has much

value in revealing or describing' the English language

to high school students. Occasionally the teacher may

use a diagram to clarify certain relationships within

the sentence, but for the student to spend his time

diagraming is a waste of time and effort. The obvious

reason- -one has to understand the grammatical struc-

ture of the sentence brag, he can diagram it- -hence

there can be only a minimal reinforcing value to the

procedure. Second, the student has *) learn the de-

tails of whatever system of diagraming he's confronted

with, and having learned it, he has acquired a kind of.

skill of no real value. And if he has trouble learn-.

ing the details of diagraming, he's faced with just

one more obstacle to making progress with the language.
OW OM OW

At CMA we teach transformational grammar, but we do

not emphasize diagraming beyond a very minimal degree.

CElmer O. White, English Department, Culver Military
Academy, Culver, Indiane)

The' special enclosurp illustrating types of diagrams (Appendix

III), sent out with the original questionnaire was also .sent to persons

recommended by the respondents. The following Comments were added to

these enclosures and, therefore, have occasional references to the dia-

grams illustrated.' Illustration one was the Reed and Kellogg diagram;

two, the balloon diagram; three, the tree diagram (linguistic); and four

the Chinese box diagram (linguistic).

4.4
ti
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I personally use 3 & h. Most of the teachers in the
county ,use 1 (who use any at all). I have never seen
Baum use #2. Obarles Isom, Coordinator of Language
Arts, Hillsborough County Public Schools, Tampa, Florida)

I tried Eng. Snytax (which includei the trailsforma-

tional branching diagram) last year with two "low" college
divisions, grade 12. The diagramming shoving every level
of abstraction makes more sense than many of the techniques
listed above. Oohn Smith, Brunswick High School, Bruns-
wick, Maine.)

I regret that I find no value or significance in this
kind of analysis and therefore have no comments. Prof.

Robert C. Pooley, Wisconsin English Language Arts Curric-
ulum Project, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin)

1...ttarazei G. free hand illustration of branching tree appears first)

This is the type of diagramming I:re use to some degree
in the schools of Little Rock, Arkansas. I feel that dia-
gramming is helpful as a visual aid; however, I do not
feel that very much time should be spent on it. qosephine
Feicock, Supertisor of English, Little Rock Public School
System, Little Rock, Arkansas)

noLitglA

We do not emphasize traditional diagram practices in
our English language arts program in Orange County. Indi-
vidual teachers of course employ diagratming from time to
time for special reasons and purposes.

The direction of our thinking is toward transformational
grammar. We shall be encouraging "diagrams" appropriate
to this kind of program. ers. Bernice Hoyle, Curriculum
Assistant in English, Orange County, Florida)



CHAPTER VI

SUIMRY AND CONCLUSIONS
;

Three different approaches to evaluation were Lade in the comps

of this study:

I. the literature concerning the various types of diagrams.

2. .a questionnaire sent to fifty states and fifteen largest

cities.
. .

3: personal correspondence with educational administrators and

teachers.

From these souvices the writer soUght.to determine the following:

1. the present status of diagramming in the public schools

throughout the United States;

2. the types of diagrams being used.

3: the merits and shortcomings of the various types of dia

grams.

. 4. expert opinions concerning the effectiveness of diagrams as

a teaching device.

5. the resources available to teachers for securing information

on diagramming.

6. the extant to which more information on diagramming is

desired, and from what source such information is preferred.

Since the study was limited to. the opinions of .the persons con

tacted and opinions of the writers in .the literature, the findinL-s

vnalnnIftma.mommownl
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are,,' of course, subjective and suggestive rather than conclusive. In

addition, any generalizations drawn from the questionnaire must be

limited by thi fact that 6.0% of the states and 33.3% of the cities did

not responds therefore, 94.0% of state respontie is representend only. .

66.7% of the cities.

Co 01....-1341..s-iPn.s

If the opinion of the respondents is considered representative

and the above mentioned limitationi in response are taken into con-

sideration, 'the following conclusions can be drawn from the study:

1. The Reed and Kellogg diagram is used .in varying degrees in

every state and city responding to the questionnaire. The majority of

the responding states use the Reed and Kellogg method to an extent that

could be considered at least "common" or 'wide." Only aminority of the

responding cities use the Reed and Kellogg diagram to this extent.

The Reed and Kellogg method is used at the. .junior high school

level by a great majority of the responding states. But only a small

minority of the responding cities use the method at thii level. Use of

the Reed and Kellogg method by the cities was divided equally between

.0p elementary and secondary levels.

Overall, linjuistic methods of diagramming are seldom used by

responding states and cities. Nearly half of the cities responding used

no linguistic diagrams at all. Of the states using. linguistic diagrams,

three-quarters are 'using them at the secondary level. All of the

responding cities use theut at this level. Many comments made by

respondents, however, indicate that interest in the Reed and Kellogg

method is waning, while interest in linguistic iethods is increasing.
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In-service training programs, special studies made by universities and

colleges, NDEA institutes, and curriculum programs unclear Project English

include linguistic diagrams in their programs of instruction or expert-

mentation. Textbooks are including linguistic materials.more.andmore.

2. The'types of diagrams used throughout the States and cities

according to the survey include:

(a) the Reed and Kellogg diagram

(b) the IC tree diagram or. a variation (e.g., the IC branching

diagram)

(o) the transformational tree or a variation

The survey disclosed no use of the balloon diagram or earlier forms, nor

use of, the slot-and-filler diagram.108

3. The merits'and shortcomings of the types of diagram as

revealed in the literature included in the study are presented in detail

in Chapters II, III, and IV.. Any generalizations pn merits and short-

comings are, of course, value judgments which depend upon the situation

in' which and purpose for which a diagram is used. With respect to dia-

grams in the public schools the following generalizations could be made:

2.9.ALAnd.r1112=-11aaram
\

Mee, - By a rearrangement of words, the diagram illustrates

the logical (i.e., meaning-based) relationship.of the structure of the

sentence. Properly used, this diagram can illustrate grammatical equi-

valence, or the lack of it, as welfas provide a means of exhibiting

ambiguity.

1"Although no

diagrams, soma of them

available.

respondents kdew of any teachers using balloon

indidated they had samples of such diagrams
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aliedalzkamg - Because of lack of agreement in conventions in.

various texts, and in some texts difficulty in maintaining the internal

consistency of the rethod, this diagram is not very effective in showing

the structure of compound and complex sentences.

Balloon &lawn'

r

.
No material was found on an evaluation of this type of diagram.

Because, however, the balloon diagram is an earlier and somewhat similar

version that led to the.Reed and Kellogg diagram, the writer assures that

a similar evaluation applies.

ILIEMANIMUI

Nerits 1- This diagram retains and reveals the sentence's syn-

tactic structure by leaving the words in the order in which they appear

in the sentence. It also has the advantage of the branching tree in that

it can be interpreted in only one way. In IC tree form this diagram is,

in particular, simple and easy to draw.

aggispminas -.The rigidly dichotomous procedure on which this

diagram is based necessitates a complicated cutting procedure.involving

decisions as to the order of cuts or of making cuts.

Slot4nd-filler diaaram

14 9rits - This diagram has the same advantages as the IC tree and,

in addition, can be more explicitly labeled. It also avoids the decision

of cutting.

Allatgoirirs - Greater complexity is involved in the explici t

labeling of the diagram. The labeling of each slot accompanies the

analysis.

1
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Chinese bc14411 aLrim

YAWL- Like the IC tree, this diagram leaves the words in .the

order in which they appear in the sentence. The unique value of this

diagram, however,' is that it illustrates the .notion of construbtions

4

being nested within constructions.

agitutztrizt- The Chinese box is difficult to draw neatly and

when complex is hard to interpret.

Because' of the unique approach to grammar by the trans

fermationalists, this diagram reveals the deep structure of-a sentence

rather than surface structure. It is the most explicit of the diagram

discussed and can be interpreted in only one way.

Shortcominm - Because of its expliCitness, the transformational

diagram is extremely complex and may seem strange and difficult to the

beginner. The quasi-algebraic notations .involved in the' rules from

which the diagram is formed may prove an additional difficulty.

4. A survey of the research on diagramming seems to indicate

it is not an effective teaching device in connection with the skills of

reading, writing, usage or punctuation. Most prescriptive writers in

the field, however, advocate its use for one or all of these purposes.

Other writers contenethe value .of diagramming lies in its use in

grammatical analysis rather than in connection with other communication

skills. Little research, however, has been done on diagramming as a

teaching device since the 1940's.

5, Of the states responding to the questionnaire, thee-quarters

have no materials available for teachers on diagramming. Nearly all

(9U .o%) the cities offer no such material. Of twenty-eight total
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respondents to this question °rabidly cities and states) 28.6

available samples of the Reed and ..Kellogg diagram, 35.7% the tree IC

or transformatiodil), and 21.5% the Chinese bcix, and 14.3% samples. of

the balloon diagram.

6. Two2thirds of the responding states and a majority of the

responding cities desire that materials on diagrams be provided through

a. central agency. The majority of the states and cities that desire

information from a central agent prefer the National Council of Teachers

of English as a source, although some respondents prefer the United.

States Office of Education. To some it makes no difference which agency

is used as a source.

4

g2210.1)=9.112.

In taking into consideraLion.the preCeding information concern-

ing the current status of diagramming the writer sees the need for the

following:

1. additional research in order to determine the specific

function that diagrams serve in' the field of English.

2. a concerted effort made by linguists, traditionalists and

teachers at all levels in order to make diagramming a, more meaningful

device for English instruction.

3. explanatory-materials on methods of diagramming and specific

information on what English teachers need to know in order to use dia-

grams as an effective teaching deliice all provided by a central agent

(preferably the National Council of Teachers of English) to teachers on

request.

a

I
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